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Introduction 

While hosting a lecture at The Jacobson House Native Art Center , where I 

was employed as a work study at The University of Oklahoma in Norman, I had the 

privilege of meeting our speaker who was a Maori tribal elder from Australia. He gave a 

fascinating presentation about the involvement of his community in rebuilding his 

ancestral home which had been destroyed by fire. A detailed account was given about 

their cultural practices and how traditional building methods were utilized to authenticate 

the resurrection of this structure. While discussing the important role of Maori women in 

the project and their duties as grass weavers, painters, and protectors of culturally sacred 

knowledge , our speaker quoted a tribal phrase that I have never forgotten: "The womb is 

the home of man." This single phrase made me contemplate the possibility that perhaps 

the lives of women where underrepresented in American house museum institutions and 

that they had not yet been given an equal amount of research focus as the men for whom 

many of our historical sites are named. I soon learned that this theory was not only 

relevant for my home state of Oklahoma, but also for the American historic preservation 

field as a whole. 

During my post bachelorette studies in the fields of art history and museum 

studies, I have encountered many broadening themes which challenged my own 

conventional ideas regarding aesthetics and historical preservation . A background in 

interdisciplinary studies and the liberal arts instilled the ability, and desire to make 

important culturally pivotal connections within my research. But, it was not until I began 

my work in the museum field that I saw these themes manifested through re earch 



literature the performing arts the fine arts and sometime s controversial context. ' . ' ' 

Through the study of museum development , I began to discover the importanc e of the 

object , the public's relationship with their surroundings, and, most importantly the 

importance of place. 

Many multifaceted issues must be considered when discussing the potential 

missions, future mandates, and ever-changing environment of the 21st century house 

museum. These institutions must be prepared and willing to adapt to an increasingly 

socialized world where digitization and globalization have brought a plethora of 

information to our finger tips as well as narrowed our scope through a homogenization of 

culture. It is this prevalent illusion of "sameness" or "ideal" which has challenged house 

museums to maintain relevance within the collective mind of a contemporary population 

hungering for contradictory versions of truth: truth of nature, truth of self, and truth of 

beginnings. The need to accurately and equally represent all members of society is 

among the many challenges being faced by all twenty-first century museums. Subjects 

such as gender, class distinction, and race are beginning to take on relevant roles as 

players in the interpretation of history. American house museums have the potential to 

incorporate all of these subjects into the cultural framework of modem life and allow the 

public to re-imagine their own significance. This idea was beautifully summarized by 

Eudora Welty: "House is the physical form, the evidence that we have lived, are alive 

now; it will be evidence someday that we were alive once , evidence against the 

arguments of time and the tricks ofhistory." 1 

1 Good Reads: Eudora Welty Quotes. http ://www.goodreads.com/author /quotes/7973.Eudora Welty 
(Accesse d 11/28/2 011). 
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According to the National Register of Historic Places2
, "the evaluation of the 

integrity (of a house) is sometimes a subjective judgm ent, but it must always be grounded 

in an understanding of a property ' s physical features and how they relate to its 

significance". Women ' s history is not often considered as a valid resource when 

conducting studies on American house museums and only recently have state-by-state 

case studies been performed to widen this field. Many local and national organizations , 

such as the Elizabeth Cady Stanton Foundation, Pennsylvania Humanities Council , and 

Georgia's State Historic Preservation Office, have orchestrated crucial research projects 

with the intention to increase the understanding of women's history at historical 

facilities. 3 

While much has been written about individual Oklahoma house museums , 

nothing collective relating to the history of the women's lives represented at these sites 

has ever been produced. This thesis is an attempt to fill that void. How are the lives of 

Oklahoma women represented at the state's house museums? Through an examination of 

how Oklahoma's house museums demonstrate community development , the importance 

of material culture, and contemporary adaptive reuse, individual women are revealed as 

historically pivotal in their roles as mothers , myths , leaders, and creators. In Chapter One 

the experiences of two Oklahoma women , Mattie Beal and Lydie Marland , are compared 

through a look at their surviving homes , The Mattie Beal Home in Lawton and The 

Marland Mansion Ponca City. Chapter Two will explore the lives of two Oklahoma 

2 The National Regi ster of Historic Places is (NRH P) is the United States govern ment's of ficial list of 
district s, sites, building s, structure s, and objects deemed worthy of preservation . (National Park Service , 
U.S. Department of the Interior: "National Register of Histori c Places' , http: //www .nps.gov /nr/, Accessed 
10/30/20 11). 

3 Jennife r 8 . Goodman , "Best Pra ctices for Saving Women's Heritag e Sites: Nonprofit Case Studies'' from 
Restoring Women's History through Historic Preservation (Baltim ore and Lon don, The Jolms Hopkins 
University Press, 2003) 248-265 . 
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minority wom en, Alzira Murray and Mabel B. Littl e, and how the sites nam ed in their 

honor , The Murray-Lindsay Mansion in Lindsay and The Mabel B. Little Heritage House 

in Tulsa , represent their ability to rebuild through tragedy and loss . A focus upon the 

collections objects housed at two of Oklahoma ' s Victorian style house mu seums , The 

Moore-Lindsay Historical House in Norman and The Overholser Mansion in Oklahoma 

City, will be explored in Chapter Three through an analysis of women ' s roles in society 

and how their personal experiences are made visible through material culture. Oklahoma 

women artists and the continuation of their legacy through the reuse of their private 

homes as community art galleries are examined in Chapter Four with an analysis of The 

Jacobson House Native Art Center in Norman and JRB Art at the Elms in Oklahoma 

City. 
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Chapter 1: 
City Mother / City Myth: The Mattie Beal Hom e and The Marlan d Mansi on 

In 2003 the National Register Information System4 listed 9,820 "significant 

person s" related to American historical sites; 360, under 4%, were women. 5 This data 

base and many case studies related to American historical sites divul ge the volume of 

women "worthy of study whose achievements are not yet well document ed on women' s 

history publications ".6 Oklahoma women are excellent candidates for the further study of 

broader themes in American history such as land ownership and settlement , business, 

economics , religion , marriage , and preservation. Oklahoma history is also directl y tied to 

the love of land which is in tum linked to the built environment and urban developmen t. 

Many "ordinary citizens" , such as women and minorities , have been overlooked 

as resources for historic preservation. Jennifer B. Goodman offers an explanation for why 

women ' s lives are not more actively recognized as assets within the museum field : 

"Potential allies, such as members of the general public , preservation profession als, and 

politicians , are often not cultivated because they do not know the significance of the 

person or theme , they have a misunderstanding of the person or theme , or the issue is 

4 The Na tional Register Information System (NRI S) is a computerized index containin g some forty-fi ve 
da ta elements for each reg istered historic place and can be queried in a variety of ways to find listings 
associa ted with women' s contributi ons to American history, architecture, archeo logy , engi neering , and 
cultur e. The NRIS is avai lable on the internet and information from both the NRI S and Natio nal Register 
files may be obtained on request from the National Parks Serv ice (NPS) , expands and maintai ns the 
Nationa l Regi ster . (Natio nal Park Service , U.S. Department of the Interior : Natio nal Register of Historic 
Places, http: //www .nps .gov/nr/, Acce ssed I 0/30/20 11 ). 
5 Caro l D . Shull , "Searching for Women in the National Register of Historic Place s" from Resrorina 
Women 's History through Historic Preservation (Ba ltimore and London , The Jolm s Hopkins Universit 
Press , 2003) 305. 
6 Ibid ., 305. 
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controversial" .7 At Oklahoma house museums, wome n and minorities are also not usually 

represented as figures in positions of authority or making significant contributions to 

economic , cultural , or community developm ent. However, there are some exceptions to 

this traditional approach of portraying women as being isolated in the parlors or kitchens 

and instead being acknowledged for their individual stories as land owners and forces of 

change in the state ' s history. 

Perhaps one of the best examples of this ideological shift is The Matt ie Beal 

Home in Lawton , Oklahoma. While many Oklahoma house museums are dedicated to 

telling the sagas of early twentieth - century male oil tycoons , real estate developers, and 

business owners , this site is named for an extraordinary female figure who took a huge 

risk for a chance to own land and establish a homestead. Her private home stands as a 

testament to a unique story and is one of the few Oklahoma house museums named after 

a woman. 

Her story began on March 3, 1901, when a U.S. Congress act opened the Apache

Comache -Kiowa -Caddo and Wichita Indian Reservation for settlement. 8 The July 4, 1901 

opening day of this land lottery 9 proclaimed on August 6, 190 I by President McKinley 

allowed 3,500,000 acres ofland to become available for settlement. Telephone operat or 

Martha Helen (Mattie) Beal (Figurel) of Wichita , Kansas registered for the land lottery 

on July 17, 1901 and received a "certificate of registration " for the Lawton Land 

7 Jennife r B . Goodman, "Best Practices for Saving Women's Herit~ge Sites : Nonprofit Case Studies" from 
Restoring Women 's History through Historic Preservation (Baltimore and London, The Johns Hopkins 
Unive rsity Press, 2003) 225. 
8 Audrey Routh, The Mattie Beal Story With a Pictoria l Histo,y (Lawton ,OK , Lawton Heritag e 
Association , Inc., 1979) 2. 
9 Between July 4 and July 29, 190 1, 160,000 peop le registered for 13,000 claims of 160 acres each and 
proceed s from auctions were used by the Departme nt of the Inter ior for construction of courthous es water 
works , and school houses. ([bid .,3). ' 
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district. 10 Althou gh the numb er of wo men who registere d for the land lottery is unknown , 

it was indeed unu sual for Beal to have ventur ed to Oklahoma wi thout male 

accomp anim ent. 11 Beal's name was the second name drawn on Jul y 29 , 1901 at the U .S. 

Land Office in El Reno .12 She became famou s overni ght and rece ived a plot of Lawton , 

Oklahoma land estimated to be worth $20 ,000 to $40,000. 13 Accordin g to an El Reno 

reporter present when Beal arrived: "Miss Beal is a young woman of striking app eara nce. 

She is one of the American girls who are handsome enough to win homes regardl ess of 

any land lottery ... " .14 This comment supports the theory that she recei ved such 

immediate attention through the media and this may have been one of the reasons for her 

success as an integral future civic leader. Beal rented a 1 Ox 12 tent which she used while 

acquiring lumber for her first house. Thirty-five year old Charles Warren Payne , owner of 

the lumber yard , began courting Beal through extravagant gestures such as purchasing a 

horse , buggy, and stable for her new homestead. The two eventually married on July 16, 

1902 .15 

By 1902, land in Lawton , Oklahoma became too expensive for most people to 

afford ($400-$1 ,000 per lot) and city officials asked Beal to sub-divide her land lot. 16 She 

was hesitant and visited with several potential homesteaders to make an informed 

decision . As the primary owner of her land , Beal ultimately made the decis ion to offer 

10 Ibid ., 3. 
11 It is said that S eal's mother would only let her take the train to El Reno, OK afte r Beal agreed to be 
acco mpanied by her friend Florence Allen. (Ibid ., 3.) 
12 Ibid,. 3. 
13 Within three days afte r the announcement of her win, Beal began rece iving many marriage proposals 
(mo re than 500 total) from " frontiersmen, farmers, doc tors, dentists , editors, lawye rs, businessmen , and 
British nob ility" . She filed her land clai m on August 6th and returned to Wichita on Aug ust 9t\ required to 
return to Lawton within 30 days. (Ibid., 4). 
14 Ibid ., 4 . 
15 Ibid ., 6. 
16 

By 1902, the popu lation of Lawto n, Ok lahoma had dropped from 25 ,000 to 8,000 . Bea l was asked to 
commut e I 60 acres o f her land for town site purposes in the hope that making more land ava ilable would 
attract more ettlers to Lawton. (Ibid. , 8). 
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her land at auction. 17 Her purpose for subdividin g her land was to give more people the 

opportunity settle in the area and build their own homes ju st as she had done . She wanted 

the Lawton land to be affordable and supposedly told land auctioneer A.J . Hannah , " If 

the bid goes no higher than $20, sell the lot". 18 

The Lawton City Council incorporated the Beal Heights Addition into the city 

limits on August 10, 1902. As the city ' s first sub-division , the new lots did indeed 

"strengthen the permanent population " and after only a few months "300 new homes 

were in progress and the population increased by 1,000". 19 Beal ' s land lot contribution 

not only led to the strengthening of Lawton ' s population and geographical growth , but 

also to the cultivation oflocal society through fine art and culture. This contribution is 

most notably illustrated by the building of her grand home and the later efforts made to 

preserve this historical site within its original context. 

According to Lawton architect Richard Smith, who presented material to the U.S. 

Department of the Interior for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places , 

Beal's Neoclassic Greek Revival inspired home (Figure 2) "introduced Eastern Americ an 

cultural and social ideas to the pioneers and settlers of Oklahoma Territory. "20 Beal may 

have identified with this commanding style of architecture as a way to present her new 

success to the public . Perhaps she may have intended for the home to function not only as 

an identification of her personal success , but also the flourishing new communit y of 

Lawton . This geographically isolated example of a classical style home complete with a 

17 Beal was advised by her attorneys to remain on the premises for 14 months and then she could buy the 
land for herse lf for $200. If she chose to subdi vide the land before that time, the land would cost her $1 0 an 
acre. She paid $ 1,48 1.40 for her farm after deciding to subdi vide. (Ibid .,8). 
18 Ibid., 8. 
19 Approximate ly seve n acres were designated for parks, three acres for a schoo l, and another plot for the 
constructio n of Bea l Heights Presbyte rian Church where Beal was a member for the remainder of her life . 
(Ib id., 6,8). 
20 lbid ., 9. 
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semicircular entrance portico porch and traditional Corinthian columns exude s an air of 

grandeur , beauty , and financi al success .2 1 The only known information about the possible 

architects of the home is mention ed in a July 1907 edition of the Daily Oklahoman which 

stated that the Paynes consulted with Oklahoma City architect s Van Meter and Schmitt 

and that the home would "cost $20,000, as estimated by the preliminary plan s which 

likely means a home worth $30,000 before completion. "22 

Beal's new permanent home was completed in 1908 and underwent an extensive 

period of remodeling which was completed in 1923.23 When choosing the architectural 

style of her new home , Beal was supposedly inspired by her childhood memorie s of her 

grandmother ' s plantation home in Missouri. 24 It is interesting to note that Beal ' s 

architectural choice of a Neoclassic Greek Revival temple-like structure is usually 

associated with wealthy and powerful male figures. Beal's over-arching influence in the 

design of the home is also illustrated by the architectural detail including the woodwork 

and glass detailing created by Kansas and New York craftsmen. The best example of this 

craftsmanship is the "Wichita Mountains " stained glass window (Figure 3) installed in 

the home ' s first floor parlor which could have also been inspired by Beal's childhood 

spent in Missouri. This window solidifies Beal's identification with Oklahoma ; land 

which had been won by sheer chance and expanded into a flourishing community. 

21 C.W. Payne ' s diary gives a detailed acco unt of the time taken to procure the fund s to build the home 
through the auction of her land ; "Taxes were accumulatin g to when we did se ll a lot the mo ney had to go 
for taxes. We finally did accumul ate enough to build the fine home that Mattie wanted . And we obtained an 
architec t fro m Ok lahoma City." (Ibid ., 8). 
22 Ibid ., 8. 
23 The estate also inc luded a two-story carriage house, mul tiple out bui ldings , a vineyard , garden space, and 
a pasture all covering a full city block betwee n 4th and 5th Street and Park Avenue and Summit Avenue in 
Lawton. (Ibid ., 9) . 
24 Ibid ., 9. 
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The Mattie Beal Home is fully furnished in each room with some original 

furniture once belonging to Beal and many of her personal items are displayed such as 

her " lucky" horse shoe which she found right before leaving Kansas for El Reno , 

Oklahoma. Beal was referred to as the "Lucky Hello Girl" by the press in reference to her 

good fortune acquired through the lottery. A 1901 Lawton newspaper headlined with the 

title "The Lucky Hello Girl" is displayed in the museum ' s entryway. Another prominen t 

interpretive aspect of the museum includes paintings and drawings by Beal ' s three 

daughters Louisa, Martha Helen, and Lahoma. These pieces extend the interpreti ve focus 

beyond that of Beal ' s success and resonates the idea that her children were also 

accomplished. The museum also features covered chimney flues , pipes , and support 

beams which were designed by Beal who insisted that there never be any dust in the 

home. These original features cement Beal's influence in the construction of her home 

and her work to present the space as a clean and streamlined dwelling to her fellow 

Oklahomans. 

Although The Mattie Beal Home, now owned and operated by the Lawton 

Heritage Association, was not specifically preserved to acknowledge the contributions 

made by Beal as a woman , the site is extremely important because she was essentially the 

founder of Lawton. Very few American women are acknowledged as civic leaders within 

the house museum field and even those that are do not usually have their names as the 

namesake of the house museums . Through the building of the commanding structure of 

her home, Beal was able to acquire a great deal of power and influence in a short period 

of time just as many early male sett lers had done in Oklahoma. Early Oklahoma women 

10 



settlers were creatively resourceful in shaping their own destinies and sites such as The 

Mattie Beal Home represent their accompli shments in action. 

In sharp contrast to Mattie Beal, many other women of the families documented 

in Oklahoma house museums are typically interpr eted as somewhat mythological 

characters playing a supporting role to wealthy and powerful men. The idea of black 

gold kings conquering the barren , untamed West is a prominent interpreti ve focus of 

many house museums whose name sakes were these powerful oil barons . Wives and 

other female family members of oil barons are not usually mentioned at all during guided 

tours and if they are, only as glamorous creatures who maintained the social graces of the 

family fortune. Interpretation of the lives of women in house museums can demon strate 

changes in American political culture and not merely the ability of women to remain 

within their "sphere ". Once this idea is given validity , many Oklahoma women are 

revealed to have fostered powerful influences upon preservation itself. 

Often referred to as "The Palace on the Prairie", the 43,561 square- foot 

fourteenth century Italian Renaissance style Marland Mansion (Figure 4) in Ponca City, 

Oklahoma tells the story of the rise and fall of oil baron and Oklahoma governor Ernest 

Whitworth (E.W.) Marland and his second wife Lydia "Lydie" Roberts Marland. 

Standing as a testament to great financial gain and a life of extreme luxury, the site 

encompasses many unique aesthetic qualities not often seen in a rural communit y. Whi le 

E.W. Marland is the primary interpretive focus at this house museum , the Marland 

family's women should be acknowled ged for their own contributi ons to the history of this 

site. 

l l 



As illustrated by the life of Mattie Beal, many men and wom en from across the 

globe were attracted to the fertile and potentially prosperous Oklahoma prairie durin g the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A combination of government authorized 

land runs25
, land lotteries , and oil booms created a diverse and rapidl y expanding state 

ripe for cultural growth . Pioneer sagas demonstrated a unique dichotomous American 

experience in which various social classes were fortuitousl y merged through settlement 

and urban growth. The wealthy community viewed Oklahoma land as anoth er economic 

opportunity while the working class saw the opportunity to cultivate their own wealth 

through land development. The Marland Mansion is a great example of a site which 

began as an individual enterprise and was eventually rescued by the "mythological " being 

once thought to have vanished. 

Mary Virginia Collins (Figure 5), daughter of nineteenth- century Philadelphia 

legislator Samuel C. Collins, had been working as a court stenographer in Philadelphia 

when she met the ambitious amateur geologist E.W. Marland 26 through her father . After 

Marland had developed a working relationship with Samuel C. Collins , he began to court 

Mary Virginia and married her in 1903. Well aware of her new husband ' s intentions to 

25 Beginning in 1889, the United States Land Office opened previously restricted land for homesteadi ng on 
a first arrival basis. The lega l basis for opening the Oklah oma District, refe rred to as the Unassig ned Lands , 
cam in 1889 when, in the U.S. Congress , Illinois Representative William Springe r amended the Indian 
Approp riat ions Bill to authorize President Benjamin Harrison to proclaim the two-m illion-acre region open 
for sett lement. Under the provis ions of the Homestead Act of 1862 , a lega l sett ler could claim 160 acre s of 
pub lic land , and those who lived on and improved the claim for five yea rs could receive title. A total o f 
seven land runs took place betwee n April 22, 1889 and May 23, 1895. (Oklahoma Historical Societ y' s 
Encycl opedia o f Ok lahoma History and Culture, " Land Run of 1889" , 
http :/ /digital.library .okstate .edu/encyclopedia /entries /L/LA0 14.html , Access ed 11/20/201 l ). 
26 E.W. Marland first struck oi l in 1911 on a plot of land which he had leased from a member of the Ponca 
tribe. Two more oil wells were discove red soon after and by 1922 Mar land "co ntroll ed one tenth of the 
world 's o il and more than one third of the Ponca City population was emp loye d by Marland Oil Comp an •· 
(No rthcutt,, C.D., William C. Ziege nhain , and Bob Burke, Palace on the Prairie: The Mar land Famil v 
Story (Oklahoma City, Oklahoma ; Ok lahoma Heritage Assoc iation 2005) 8. -
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pursue his fortune through oil, Mary Virginia embarked upon a life of travel and wealth 

which led to tragedy. 

Having no children of their own, the Marlands developed a close relationship 

with Mary Virginia ' s niece and nephew , Lydie Roberts and George Robert s Jr., who the 

couple adopted in 1916.27 The Marlands were able to provide a comfortable life for the 

children, who attended private schools, traveled extensively in Europe , and participated 

in entertaining the most elite individuals of the era. Unlike Mattie Beal who demonstrated 

control of destiny through the building of her own grand home, Lydie Roberts and 

Virginia Marland were both uprooted from their families in Pennsylvania to embark upon 

a life of privilege and eventual obscurity. This transition is made evident with an 

examination of the Marland' s estate. 

During one of the family's many trips to Europe , E.W . Marland was inspired by 

the fourteenth- century Davanzati Palace in Florence, Italy and decided to build a palace 

of his own which would cement his image as a successful oil baron. Construction of 

Marland ' s "Palace on the Prairie", as it was called by locals and Marland himself , began 

in 1925 and was completed in 1928. John Duncan "Jack " Forsyth from Tulsa was hired in 

1924 as the lead architect for this monumental project. 28 Artists and craftsmen from all 

over the globe were hired to create the mansion ' s exquisite details. 29 

Unfortunately, Mary Virginia Marland died on June 6, 1926, before the mansion 

was completed and she was never able to live in the magnificent structure. The 

circumstances and cause of her death were highly suspicious. Accounts of a ''sickness" or 

27 [bid. , 38 . 
28 In addition to the mansion itself, the gro und s included a swimming pool , boat house , artist studio, cottage 
(chauffer ' s quarters), and south gatehouse . (Ibid. , 6 l) . 
29 World famous Italian mural artist Vincent Margliotti and Swedish stone carver Conrad Berglund were 
two of the most prestigious artists hired for the project. (Ibid .,65). 
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'•disease" from which she suffered were attributed to pneumonia, cancer , blood sickness, 

dementia , depression, alcoholi sm, to a morphin e addiction. That her demise was never 

fully explained gave rise to the rumor that she had been intentionally poisoned by E.W. 

Marland himself. However , this theory was widely discounted becau se it was not like ly 

that Marland would have committed a crime thus resulting in damage to his fortune and 

reputation. However , Mary Virginia ' s condition and multiple incidents with publi c 

intoxication became a "liability to the respected oil tycoon. "30 A theory that she might 

have committed suicide was also considered. 31 Whatever the truth , E.W. Marland 

became weary of attending to Mary Virginia ' s "illness" and it became clear that he was 

no longer interested in cultivating the marriage. 32 

Two interesting facts about the building of the mansion are intriguing in regards 

to Mary Virginia ' s marriage to Marland. First, plans for the layout of the mansion must 

have been finalized by 1925 when the building began. This was a year before her death 

and it would have been reasonable to assume that her personal quarters would have been 

included in the plans. They were not. In addition to guest quarters , only three personal 

bed chambers were included in the plans ; E.W.' s large master bedroom , Lydie 's room 

and George ' s room. It is indeed suspicious that a bedroom was not allotted for Mary 

Virginia because she was still alive when the mansion was being built. Perhaps E.W. did 

3° Kim Bruml ey, Marland Tragedy: The Turbulent St01y of a Forgotte n Oklahoma Icon ( Mustang , 
Oklah oma,Ta te Publi shing and Enterpri ses, LLC. , 2009) 27. 
31 In an acco unt described by author Kim Bruml ey, an argument occurr ed in Hot Springs, Arkansas 
betwee n E.W. and Mary Vir ginia in the prese nce of Mar land Oil Company em ployees. According to 
Bruml ey, Mary Virg inia was highly intox icated and angered when E.W . at tempted to help her stand and 
she "screamed that their marriage was over and she wanted to die." ([bid. , 27) . 
32 In another acco unt described by Bruml ey, Mary Virginia made yet another public sce ne during an e ent 
held at their first home located on Gra nd Aven ue in Ponca City. She was apparently extremely agitated and 
made accusations of E.W. 's infidelity. When asked to rema in ca lm, she shouted, "' I don ' t gi ea god danm ! 
l saw him wit h that tramp!" It is sa id that E.W. had air conditioni ng insta lled in her room after thi in ident, 
poss ibly in an attempt to isolate her from the outside wor ld. (Ibid ., 27) . 
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not expect her to live or, even more sinister, he knew that she would not live to see the 

mansion compl eted. Second, artist Jo Davidson33 was hired by E.W . to sculpt statues of 

the family to be placed on the mansion ground s. Life-size statues of E.W., Lydie, and 

George were completed , but Mary Virginia was not included in the commission . The 

events that followed support the theory that she was systemati cally excluded from 

Marland ' s future plans for his life. 

In 1928, two years after Mary Virginia ' s death , in a somewhat shocking series of 

events, E.W . Marland had Lydie ' s adoption annulled and they were married later that 

same year. The couple was scrutinized and badgered by the press for a period of time, a 

tormenting experience from which the 28- year- old Lydie (Figure 6) never fully 

recovered. 34 Local people began to refer to Lydie as "Princess Lydie" of the "Palace on 

the Prairie ", a title which she no doubt grew to hate due to her nature as a quiet , 

unassuming person in her later life. The Marlands were only able to live in the mansion 

for two months in 1928. That year J.P. Morgan took over E.W. Marland ' s compan y, 

Marland Oil Company, after Marland lost control over the Board of Directors to a group 

of New Jersey bankers. 35 In order to avoid a "hostile takeover," Marland resigned as 

president of his company and he moved with Lydie into the guest cottage on the estate 

grounds. He was unable to pay even basic utilities for the mansion after losing most of 

33 Jo Davidson was also the artist who created the famous "Pioneer Woman" statue in Ponca City. Marland 
had initiated a national contest to select an artist to sculpt a piece which ·'bes t represented the spirit of the 
pionee r woman" . The statue can be seen today at its original locatio n on the comer of 14th and Monum ent 
Street. 
34 Patti Apman , Lydie 's Legand : E. W Marla nd 's Trag ic Love (Ponca City , Oklah oma: Marl and Estate, 
1995) 8. 

35 A detailed acco unt of E.W. Marland ' s lose of his oil compan y is given in his own words in M v 
Expe rience With the Money Trust, repr inted from a 1930 edition of Brass Tacks Maga;:.ine. · 
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his fortune . He owed the federal government $3.2 million in back taxes and durin g the 

Great Depression his stock investments lost most of their value. 36 

Marland entered politics in 1932 when he was elected to the U.S. House of 

Representatives. 37 He and Lydie relocated to Washington D.C. where they remained until 

1934 when Marland was elected governor of Oklahoma . 38 Although he never officially 

lived in his palace after the takeover of his company, he and Lydie still opened the 

mansion for special events and political campaign activities. Architect John Duncan 

Forsyth remodeled the chauffer ' s quarters into a more comfortable cottage for the two 

after they returned to Ponca City from Washington D.C. in 1939 after Marland ' s political 

career had ended. At this point, the mansion must have become a great burden to young 

Lydie who was still bound by political and marital duty to the great home which 

represented the downfall of her former role as "Princess Lydie" . 

In 1941 the mansion and grounds were sold to the Discalced Carmelite Fathers of 

Mexico for $66,000, a fraction of the $5.5 million spent to build the estate. 39 The 

Marlands continued to live in their cottage. 40 On October 3, 1941, six months after selling 

his palace, E.W. Marland died .41 

Lydie continued to live in the cottage until 1953 when she "packed her 1948 

Studebaker with her remaining pieces of art, a few tapestries , and $10 ,000 in cash" and 

36 Northc utt , Zeigenhain , and Burk e 67. 
37 Marland Estate Mansion and E.W. Marland ,_(Ponca City, OK: City of Ponca City 2007) 21. 
38 E.W. Marland served as the gove rnor of Oklahoma from 1934 to 1939 and ran for U.S. Senate twi ce 
during this time , losi ng both endeavors. (Not hcutt , Ze igenhain , and Burke 91) 
39 The mansio n was used as a co llege of philosophy and cloiste r by the Fat hers until I 948 . The Fathers then 
sold the esta te for $50,000 to the Felician Sisters who renamed the man sion Assumption Villa, ·'although 
townspeo ple still referred to the property as the Marland Man sion. On the gro und s was built a chapel, 
convent , and two- story hall used later as an all-gi rls schoo l. (Nort hcutt , Ziege 11hain, and Burke l 06) . 
40 Ibid ., I 03. 
41 

With Lydie holding his hand , E.W.' la ·t words were, " I love you more than anything in this world ." 
( Ibid ., 104) 
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left Ponca City.42 She virtually vanished for 22 years . Nobody is certain of where she was 

during these years, but eye witness account s suggest she worke d as a maid in 

Independence, Missouri and stood in a breadline in New York City .43 Lydie ' s brother , 

Georg e Jr. , filed a missing persons report with the FBI in 1953, but nothing was 

uncovered before his death in 1957. He never saw his sister again. 

In 1975, Lydie was finally tracked down in Washington D.C. by attorney C. D. 

Northcutt who was working for family friends of the Marlands. 44 She had been living on 

the street , clearly mentally impaired and physically battered . After recei ving a letter from 

Northcutt expressing concern for the condition of the mansion , Lydie was convinced to 

return to Ponca City. She moved back into her cottage on the estate grounds , but sadly 

lived the rest of her days in an extreme state of mental illness and incessant parano ia. In 

letters written to Northcutt , Lydie expressed some of her most deep felt hardsh ips: 

Twenty-two years ago I had to leave my home in Ponca City. People moved in on 
my life for less than noble reasons, and it has been a nightmare ever since , 
breaking me down physically in every way . The invasion of, and exploitation of, 
one ' s private life is being called "the new cannibalism "- and it is, that 
"psychological cannibalism " . I was never a "missing person " I have spent years 
trying to evade the relentless surveillance , and never succeeding . 45 

In August 1975, after discussions with Northcutt , Lydie posted a letter to the 

citizens of Ponca City asking them to buy the estate . In this letter publi shed in the Ponca 

City News on August 10, 1975, Lydie expressed the importance of the estate being 

preserv ed and how such an effort could benefit the commun ity: 

42 lbid ., I 07 . 
43 lbid ., 107. 
44 Apman 19. 
45 [bid ., 20 . 
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I had not wanted to be involved in this matter , or to ha ve anythin g to say 
about it- but in the past few weeks I have learned that the alternati ves are, to the 
city owning this property- and I do believe that for the city to own it, is the best 
answer for ensuring the protection for the future of a structure that is uniqu e- and 
also , I feel it would add to the many unusual and attractive feature s that make s 
Ponca City the outstanding city of its size, that it is. 

I deeply regret that the Church is vacating the property. They have 
maintained it with dignity- with love and concern- and respect for the man who 
built it. A quiet refuge from the mad, mad world outside its walls. 

My own feelings about the place are naturally emotional and personal- but 
I would like to say this much- to me it is a place of rare beauty and artistic 
integrity. A structure that is an expression from mind into substance , of the 
quality, the strength, and the heart of a man. 46 

A two-year sales tax was approved to raise $717,500 of the purchase price and 

Conoco Oil Company, formerly Marland Oil Company, paid the rest of the purchase 

price which totaled$ 1.5 million. 47 Since 1975, major efforts have been made by the 

Marland Estate Commission and the Marland Estate Foundation to renovate and restore 

the mansion. The mansion was designated as a National Historic Landmark in 1978 by 

the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service of the United States Department of the 

Interior and also placed on the National Register of Historic Places , while the mansion 

and surrounding grounds continue to be owned and maintained by the City of Ponca City. 

The omission of Mary Virginia and Lydie Marland from the interpretive focus at 

the mansion is evident throughout the site, with barely any mention of them during 

guided tours, although the original statue made in Lydie ' s likeness by Jo Davidson is 

prominently displayed in the grand entryway. This image of Lydie as a stoic , stationary 

figure further supports her mythic rather than real public image . The cottage on the estate 

grounds , where Lydie spent the remainder of her life after her return to Ponca City , is 

now called Lydie ' s Cottage and functions primarily as an event venue. Her mythic 

46 No rthcutt , Ze ige nhain , and Burk e 117 . 
47 Ibid ., 117. 
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presence at the mansion is also evident through loca l tales of haunting activity and 

paranormal activity on the grounds. The mansion current ly disp lays some original 

furnishings and art work belonging to the Marlands includ ing Lydie ' s bedroom set and a 

large portrait paintin g in a ballroom of her dressed in a traditi onal Spanish gown. It is 

interesting to note that although Lydie is not the dominant interpr etive focus at the site, 

she is given a powerfully mysterious presence at the mansi on by bein g represented 

through sculpture and paintings. After visiting the mansion , one cannot help but want to 

know more about her and her own unique experiences . 

A comparison between the homes and experiences of Mattie Beal and Lydie 

Marland demonstrates the variety of influences Oklahoma women had upon city births 

and the immense sacrifices made to uphold legacies. While Lydie Marland may not have 

been the sole factor in the decision to preserve the Marland Mansion , it was her return to 

Ponca City and request to the public that ultimately rescued the site. Mattie Beal, 

however , was the sole interpretive focus in the decision to preserve her home and tell her 

unique story. This wide spectrum of life experiences which shaped the destinie s of 

affluent Oklahoma women demonstrate key areas where house museums can 

acknowledge previously untapped cultural resources. 
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Chapter 2: 
Tragedy Begets Transformation: The Murray Lindsay Man sion and 

The Mable B. Little Home 

Just as The Mattie Beal Home of Lawton and Marland Mansion of Ponca City 

represent city-birth and development of early Oklahoma, many other house museum s can 

be interpreted as reflections of rural- to- urban development by rebuilding after personal 

struggle. Oklahoma history is uniquely ripe with stories of cultural amalgamation and 

interrelationships developed through a desire to build a future by the acquisition of land 

and the fostering of community. Two of the last remaining Oklahoma sites which are 

examples of these interlocking social themes are The Murray-Lindsay Mansion of 

Lindsay and The Mabel B. Little House of Tulsa. The representation of the lives of 

minority women are often excluded from the house museum field and these museums are 

both case studies for how these women should be approached as cultural resources. 

The Murray- Lindsay Mansion in Lindsay, Oklahoma stands as a unique 

testament to Oklahoma's rapid rural nineteenth- century development due to European 

immigration and the results of Native American- white intermarriage. The Murray 

family, of both Choctaw and Irish decent, and extended Lindsay family both inhabited 

the grand home. 48 Very few Oklahoma house museums have been preserved to accurately 

tell how this tale of interracial relations affected the cultural landscape of the United 

States . 

According to historian Linda Williams Reese, early Oklahoma women settlers 

built and maintained "social bonds for survival " and "Indian-white intennarria ge became 

48 Much of the in formation gat hered regarding the Murray and Lindsay family histories was acquired 
through Anita Lindsay ' s publi shed acco unt From Pioneers to Progress (L indsay , OK; Cable Printing Co, 
1957) 
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exceedingly common in Oklahoma. "49 These homesteading women formed these social 

relationships through "female roles" and caring for their newly establi shed homes. The 

unifying experience of childbirth and childcare took on an especially important role in the 

bonding of these women to their new surroundings . As explained by Reese, "Indian 

women faced a bewildering continuum of alternatives that included education toward the 

Victorian ideal and vocational training for farm life" while, "Some historians have 

suggested that gender expectations -more than class, ethnicity, race, religion , education, 

or marital status- shaped the lives of westering women." 50 

Nineteenth- century European emigration had a particularly significant impact 

upon Oklahoma's early land development. The opening of Oklahoma land to non-Indian 

settlement coincided with the period of the greatest flow of European immigrants into the 

United States during the l 880's and more than 5.2 million immigrants entered the 

country during this time. 51 Due to Ireland's overpopulation, severe poverty , and religious 

prejudice brought on by Protestant England, the Irish constituted nearly half of all 

immigrants entering the U.S. by 1840.52 A potato famine beginning in 1845 accelerated 

this great migration and over two million Irish flocked to the United States after their 

49 According to the 1910 federal census only one-third of the total Indian population in Oklahoma claimed 
to be full blood. (Linda Williams Reese . Women of Oklahoma 1890-1920 . (Norman and London : 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1997) 53. 
50 Ibid. , 143. 
51 "The next decade the total number of immigrants dropped to 3. 7 million , but the first decade of the 
twentieth century saw the highest flow of European immigrants into the United States in the history o f the 
nation with more than 8.8 million new arrivals . Many of these immigrants of the late 19th century and early 
20th century represented the so-called "new immigrants" , Asians , Jews , Italians , Poles , and Slavs. The 
earlier immigrants to the United States had been drawn primarily from Britain and Gemrnn y. The Origins 
of the European settlers in Oklahoma reflected this new wave of immigrants ." (Oklahoma State University 
Digital Library : Off Campus Access to Library Resources . (Oklahoma Historical Societ y's Encyclopedia of 
History and Culture , "Irish" , http://digital.library.okstate .edu/encyclopedi a/entries/W /WO022 .html , 
Access ed 5/ 11/2011) . 

52 Oracl e Thinkque st Educati onal Foundati on. "The Irish", 
http ://www .thinkguest.org/pls /html/think.site ?p site id=20619 (Accesse d 12/5/2011). 
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most important food crop had failed. 53 Many peasants arrived without resources to start 

farms or businesses. Few of them ever accumulated the resource s to make any 

meaningful choice about their way of life . Fortunately , however , the expansion of the 

American economy during the Industrial Revolution created heavy demands for labor. 

Irish presence in Oklahoma can be traced to the federal relocation of American 

Indians. Many of the tribal members who were relocated to Oklahoma Territory during 

the early to mid nineteenth century had intermarried with the Irish .54 The Choctaw tribe 

had lived and prospered in Alabama and Mississippi until approximately 1830 when , 

during the presidency of Andrew Jackson, tribes in the Southern United States made 

treaties with the U.S. government to give up their lands for a territory located beyond the 

Mississippi River.55 

After being widowed during the civil war and left with five children , Choctaw 

descendant 56 Sophia Dibrell left Mississippi for Indian Territory with "her children , all 

her earthly possessions, one bale of cotton, and a piano " .57 Like her mother, her daughter 

Alzira Dibrell was educated at seminary in Mississippi and at 18 married native Irishman 

William Powell in 1868. Their only daughter Anita was born one year later. Tragically 

Powell died shortly after her birth, leaving the family with considerable resources of 

53 It is estimated that over 3.5 million Irish emigrated to the United States between 1820 and 1880. (Kerby 
Miller and Paul Wagner. Out of Ireland : The Story of Irish Emigration to America (Ni wot, Colorad o; 
Roberts Rinehart Publishers 1997) 10, 11) 
54 Oklahoma State University Digital Library : Off Campus Access to Library Resour ces. "Irish" 
( www .digital.library.ok state .edu/ ... IR00 I.html) Acces sed 5/11/2011. 
55 The se exchang e wilderne ss lands lying west of the Arkan sas became known as ·'Indian Territory" and 
were to remain so " for as long as gras s shall grow and water flow." (Anita Lind say. From Pioneers to 
Progress (Lindsay, OK : Cable Printin g Co. 1957) 2) . 
56 Sophia Dibrell was the dau ghter of Alzira Dibrell , desce ndant of the Iska clan who had settled in the 
Te rritory with her broth er Nath aniel Folsom . Folsom had arrived with the Choc taw tribe as an adopted 
chief in command of an immi grant party of Briti sh settlers. (Ibid ., 2) . 
57 Anita Lindsay gives an acco unt of the piano being the only one on the Territory and peop le would come 
for miles to hear Alzira McCa ughey play music. (Ibid ., 2). 
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cattle and livestock. 58 Two years later in I 871, Alzira Powell became Alzira Murray after 

marrying yet another Irishman , Frank Murray , of Londonderry . Murray, descended from 

a wealthy Irish family, sought his own fortune in the New World after bein g sent by his 

father on a business trip to England. 59 The Murrays were the only settlers in the area 

which was known as Elm Springs in Indian Territory and they originally settled in a log 

cabin. Their nearest neighbors were 25 miles away. 60 

Elm Springs belonged to the Choctaws and Chickasaws and was not open to 

white settlers. Frank Murray acquired rights to the property through his marriage to 

Alzira. The family eventually acquired 20,000 acres of land that extended along the 

Washita River. At one time, the Murray land was the largest farm in cultivation in Indian 

Territory. 61 When Indian Territory was opened for settlement , Frank Murray lost most of 

his good tenants as they pursued land for themselves. Twenty-six thousand head of cattle 

became the Murrays ' primary resource , in addition to their new real estate ventures. 62 

The community name of Elm Springs was changed to Erin Springs reflecting the Irish 

influence of the Murray family. 63 Alzira Murray had eight more children with Frank 

Murray; John T., Robert Emmet , Marie Rosie, Frank, Erin, Lula , Ila, and Mamie. 

58 Ibid. , 3. 
59 Frank Murray arrived in the U.S. in 1850 after purchasing cattle in England for his father and shipped 
them to Ireland . He kept just enough money to pay for his passage to America and landed in New Orleans 
virtually pennile ss. He held various jobs as mail carrier and forage mast er for the federal anny until he 
eventually drifted to Oklahoma/ Indian Territory in 1871. (Ibid. , 3) 
60 According to Anita Lindsay , freight driver s drove supply wagons for the gove rnment through the area 
and one of them was a young Jesse Jam es who was a frequent visitor to the Murray household during his 
fte-outla~ day s. (Ibid. , 4) . . . . . . 

At one time, the Murray land was the largest farm m cult1vat1on 111 Indian Temtory. The primary crop of 
this first home stea d, which came to be known as The Old Hedge Fann , was com meant to be sold to the 
government. Frank Murray rented land to new sett lers at tracts of I 00 to 200 acres . According to a Daily 
Oklahoman article from 1888, Frank Murray was known as the "poor man ' s friend. ' ' (Ibid. , 6). 
62 The Murray s eventua lly pur chased the loca l genera l store and post office . (Ibid ., 6) . 
63 Erin Springs became a thriving comm unit y by 1886 and boasted a do zen cottages. two count ry stores, 
post office , drug store, black smith shop , schoo l house , and Mona st ic hall which was also used as a chur h. 
(Ibid ., 13). 
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The Murrays began the construction of their new home in 1879, taking three years 

to compl ete. [t was originally construct ed of native Oklahom a stone from a quarry 

locat ed approximat ely five mile s south of Erin Springs.64 This seco nd home was the 

largest and most ornate house in the western Chick asaw Na tion and provided an air of 

luxury in a previously isolated region. Although very few photos of this structure exist, 

the surviving three-story mansion is complete with ionic columns , two story porch, and 

commanding size. These features were added later during a remodel orche strated by 

Alzira . Although she may not have been the primary designer of the origin al second 

home , her contribution ofland rights is highly significant to the initial financial success 

of her family and their ability to construct a large home which demonstrated this 

achievement to the public. 

The Murray ' s operated their agricultural empire as a team for the next ten years 

until Frank Murray passed away in 1892. By this time, the family ' s fortune had begun to 

wane and the Murrays were on the verge of financial catastrophe at the time of Frank ' s 

death. At age forty-two , Alzira Murray (Figure 7) assumed all fiscal , business , and 

managerial responsibilities for the struggling farm and its prospects soon began to 

improve. Alzira ' s access to tribal land was halted by the opening of Indian Territory to 

allotment through the Dawes Act 65 and the family was left with a mere 80 acres of land . 

64 Lumb er for the two-story squar e mansion, complete with fifteen room s, was hauled to the site by a 
wago n team from Gainsv ille, Texas. The architect hired to design the home was also from Gainsville. 
(Ibid ., 16). 
65 The Dawes Act, adopted by Congress in 1887, authorized the Pres ident of the United States to survey 
[ndian tribal land and divide the land into allotments for individual [nd ians. The act was named for its 
sponsor, Senator Henry L. Dawes, of Ma ssac huset ts. The Dawes Act was amended in 189 l and again in 
1906 by the Burke Act. The object ive of the Dawes Act was to stimul ate assimilat ion of [ndians into 
America n society . Individua l ownership of land was considered a crucia l step . The act also provided that 
the governme nt would purchase Indian land "excess " to that needed for allotment and open it for settlement 
to non- Indians . The Dawes Act had a negat ive effect on American Ind ians, as it ended their conununal 
holding of property . It was followed by the Curtis Act , whic h dissolved tribal rights and go emments . 
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While the loss of most of her farmland would have been a financially, and personally , 

devastating blow to Alzira, she was able to sustain her family's fortune through new 

business endeavors through the banking industry. Anita , Alzira's first and only child from 

her first marriage to William Powell , married Lewis Lindsay who had worked for Frank 

Murray and became heavily involved in the cattle industry. 66 In December 1902 Lindsay 

established a new town on part of his 400 acre farm located adjacent to Erin Springs in 

the Washita Valley between Pauls Valley and Chickasha. By January 12, 1902, land had 

been cleared and the town of Lindsay began to expand at a rapid pace. 67 Alzira Murray 

and her brother Emmitt Mccaughey both served as original vice-presidents and stock 

holders of the First National Bank of Lindsay. 

Deciding to take advantage of the new town's business ventures, and undoubtedly 

desiring to transform her older homestead into a more suitable entertainment venue, 

Alzira began a lengthy remodel of the family home beginning in 1902. Perhaps she felt 

the need to reinvent herself through the reinvention of her home. Her financial 

independence would have certainly been demonstrated through the remodeling of the 

mansion and the newly established town of Lindsay would have benefitted from such a 

commanding structure. Just as Mattie Beal had chosen a traditional Greek Revival style 

for her home to demonstrate success , Alzira Murray chose a similar aesthetic to also 

According to the Oklahoma Historical Society's Encyclopedia of Histo,y and Culture the act "was the 
culmination of American attempts to destroy tribes and their governments and to open Indian lands to 
settlem ent by non-Indian s and to dev elopment by railroads". Land owned by Indian s decreased from 138 
million acres in 1887 to 48 million acres in 1934. (Oklahoma Historical Society's Encyclopedia of 
Oklahoma History and Culture, "Daw es Commission" , 
http: //digital.library.okstate.edu/encyclopedia/entries /D/DAO 18.html , Accessed I/ 12/2012) . 
66 Lewis Lindsay arrived in Oklahoma Territory in 1888 and married Anita the same year that he began 
working for Frank Murray . Anita and Lewis Lindsay had ten children: Tess , Fannie, Jolm , Burr , Mam ie, 
Frank , Dorot hy, and Louise , some of whom were named afte r Anita ' s deceased sib lings. The children, ere 
raised in the Murray-Lindsay family home . (Lindsay 19) . 
67 Ibid ., 22 . 
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illustrate her family's successful re-stabilization .The front veranda was removed and a 

classical portico with Grecian columns was installed in its place. Also added to the front 

entrance of the home were two beveled glass entryways and four cypress columns . Brick 

walls were stuccoed and the roof of the house was raised to create a third floor intended 

to be used as attic sleeping space and a party room for her daughters Ila and Mamie. 

These remodeling features remain today (Figure 8) along with the structural renovations 

project undertaken by the University of Oklahoma School of Architecture in 1978.68 

Multiple tragedies struck the Murray-Lindsay household before and after the first 

major remodeling of the mansion, however. Of Frank and Alzira Murray ' s eight children, 

only John T., Lula, and Anita lived to adulthood and only Anita lived past age thirty

one.69 The other six children did not live past adulthood. By the tum of the century Alzira 

had buried her other children from her marriage to Frank Murray. John T., the only 

Murray son to live to adulthood, died in 1898 at age 25 of an illness. Ila and Mamie both 

contracted scarlet fever while attending a Catholic school in Denton , Texas and died in 

1901 within days of each other. 70 Lula lived in the home until hear death on May 7, 1914, 

her birthday, from complications from pneumonia while recovering from an accident. 71 

While representing a harrowing saga of the gain and loss of land , the home also 

evokes the feeling of a tomb echoing the loss of many lives. In fact , the Murra y 

children ' s graves marked with angel statues are located in a small cemetery near the 

mansion. It is interesting that while Frank Murray is considered to be the primary 

68 The four fluted stucco co lumns required the most immediat e attention as the fired clay Ionic capitols had 
cracke d and allowed rainwater to break down the foundation of the man sion. All four colunms were 
restored by 1981 and were replaced with redwood columns with centra l metal posts complete with exact 
replicas of the decorative capito ls. The stucco restoration was comp leted by 1982. (The Murray-Lindsa y 
Mansion) . 
69 The Murray-Lindsay Mansion 
70 The Murray-Lind say Mansion 
71 The Murray-Lind say Mansion 
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contributor to the development of this region , the surviving structure which stands as a 

testament to his success is not the frame structure built by him, but the renovated 

structure orchestrated by Alzira Murray. Despite the devas tating loss of most of her 

children and land , she was able to reestablish her family ' s homestead. Un like the Mattie 

Beal Home and Marland Mansion , where the exhibition rooms are primarily furnished 

with original objects, The Murray-Lindsay Mansion .is furnished with mostly donated 

items of furniture and plaques giving detailed descriptions of the family and the purpo se 

of each room. Ghostly images of Alzira's deceased children are prominently displayed in 

their former bedrooms on the second floor. Very little interpretation of Alzira ' s life as a 

Native American is evident in the museum with the exception of a few donated tribal 

objects displayed in an isolated attic space. Alzira ' s contribution to the community is 

much more evident in the telling of how the renovated mansion came to be built during a 

period of rebirth after the loss of her most treasured possessions: her land and her 

children. 

An examination of another Oklahoma house museum , The Mabel B. Little 

Heritage House in Tulsa, which also represents the life of minority women , solidifies this 

theory of these museums standing as evidence of rebirth. Named in honor of Tulsa race 

riot survivor Mabel B. Little , this site was actually the home of the Mackey family who 

lost the original house in the riot of 1921. The surviving brick structure , located in 

Tulsa 's Historic Greenwood District , is the second home built by the Mackey ' s. Although 

this historic house is not currently functioning as a museum space , the story behind the 

site and its importance in the telling of Oklahoma black history is relevant. 
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After the Civil War ended in the spring of 1865, race relations in the Southern 

United States were unstable. 72 White Southerners, "expected the deference they had 

become accustomed to during slavery to continue after emancipation ". 73 Oklahoma 

Territory proved to be a geographically ambiguous location with no fixed boundarie s 

between its white and black settlers. Therefore, by the l 880's, Oklahoma settlers were 

given the opportunity to "etch out their own pattern of race relations. "74 Black and white 

settlers alike emigrated from the North and South which brought a wide variety of 

opinions regarding race to the territory. The "biracial" pattern existing in the South was 

impossible to replicate in Oklahoma Territory partially due to the presence of thousands 

of Native Americans. 75 In fact, the first African Americans to emigrate to Oklahoma 

Territory in the late l 860's accompanied the Five Civilized Tribes on the Trail of Tears 

as slaves or members of tribes. 76 

72 Segregation was the norm of Southern race relations long before it received legal sanction in the l 890 ' s. 
Oklahoma Territory was dominated by the Republicans after the Civil War and the political debate over 
segregation was presided over by this government. White Democrats and Republicans continued the war 
within the racial arena with Democrats utilizing segregation and disenfranchisement against African 
Americans to thwart the likelihood of a "class revolt" while Republicans supported granting blacks all 
rights and privileges of citizenship in order to make racial exclusion virtually impossible. (Murray R. 
Wickett, "The Fear of Negro Domination: The Rise of Segregation and Disenfranchisement in Oklahoma " 
from The Chronicles of Oklahoma, Volume LXXVIII , Number One , Spring , 2000 (Oklahoma City , OK: 
Oklahoma Historical Society, 2000) 44) . 
73 Ibid ., 44. 
74 Ibid ., 46. 
75 Ibid ., 46. 

76 Many black freedmen married into Native American Tribes and were given tribal membership , rights , 
and responsibilities. Freedom for the slaves of Native Americans came after the Civil War. Treaties were 
drawn in 1866 to free these slaves and some were accepted as members of the tribes. Treatment of 
freedmen varied. The Seminole , Creeks, and Cherokee treated slaves well and granted citizenship to 
freedmen and former slaves. However , the Choctaw and Chickasaw did not allow blacks into their tribe . 
Freedmen of the Choctaw tribe could also not claim land to farm. They were legally free but denied rights 
of their former masters and Choctaw and Cl1ickasaw freedmen were reduced to conditions worse than 
slavery . There is even an account of a former slave being ·stripped naked and driven from the territory·' by 
these tribes . (Dorscine Spigner- Littles, Collective Visions: A Historical Overview of Black Women in 
Oklahoma , 1800-1921, documentary VHS video (Oklahoma City , OK: Grekel Productions , 1990) 
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In the two decades following the Civil War, African Americans arrived in Indian 

Territory from Texas, Arkansas, Kansas, and most Southern States. According to 

historian Dorscine Spigner-Littl es, this mass exodus was stimulate d by four major 

factors: intens e racial violence in the South , the dramatization of the richness of the West 

propagandi zed by print media , the desire to earn a better living, and land avai lable during 

the Land Run of 1889. 77 It is important to note that many African- Ameri can families 

were driven away from the South by assaults on women and children . The cultural 

diversity and initial racial tolerance of Oklahoma Territory generated economic 

opportunities to African Americans which had been denied to them in the South and they 

were also given access to integrated schools. 78 The territory ' s first schools provided 

education to white , Native American, and African American pupils. 79 A majority of 

African American settlers established livelihoods as farmers or tradesmen and even 

owned their own land. 80 

African American women settling in Oklahoma Territory during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century made great contributions to the growth and 

prosperity of early settlements through efforts to engage their individual communit ies in 

self improvement by being the example of the "new model of black womanhood ."8 1 By 

1890, 22,000 African Americans populated the territory; half were women. Both married 

77 Ibid 
78During the early territoria l period, schools were too few and far betwee n to have a comprehensive 
segrega ted system. Republi cans also argued that separa te schools would result in greater expense and 
" integrate d schoo ls lead to better understandin g of (among) the races." (Wickett 4 7) 
79 A schoo l establ ished in Tulahassee, OT (Oklahoma Terri tory) and operated by the Creek Nation was of 
the the first schoo ls to provide educatio n for freedm en. 
80 Acco rdin g to a 1900 cens us, of the 13,225 Afr ican Amer ican farmers reported , 9,944 owned their own 
farms (75.2 %), while only 2,467 were reporte d as share tenants working on the fanns of their land owners . 
In fact, the inclusion of freedmen in the Five Civilized Tribes in the division of tribal lands enacted by the 
Curtis Act made the proportion of Africa n Americans that owned their owned fanns greater than the 
proport ion of whites ; only 46. l % of whites owned their own farms . By 1910, there were 13 7, 612 African 
Americans popu lating Ok lahoma making it the 16th most black popu lated state in the U.S. (Wickett 46-4 7) . 
81 Reese 145. 
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and unmarri ed wom en traveled West and could file land claims at age 21.
82 

According to 

Spigner-Littl es, around fourteen black wom en made land claims within one year of the 

Land Run of 1889. Agriculture proved to be the chief means of liveli hood duri ng pre 

statehood Oklahoma and for many African American wom en this lifestyle entai led back

breaking, unrelieved work to build their homes and raise their childr en. This hardship 

was compounded by many African American families not having access to the capitol 

needed to acquire the best available farm land and only being able to establi sh 

homesteads on remote, less fertile land. 83 As stated in her documentary , Spigner-Little s 

explains, "Slavery ' s sharpest legacy, other than racism, was a financially crippled black 

community. "84 

Many African American women preferred urban life over harsh rural living and 

were able to find additional work as house servants, cleaners , or midwives. Both black 

men and women strongly believed that without political power they were defenseless 

against racism and made great strides to educate themselves in order to rise above 

oppression. According to historian Linda Williams Reese , "Territorial Oklahoma ' s black 

town women constructed a female culture that reinforced the high standards they set for 

themselves, sustained and unified their relationships with each other , and defied criticis m 

from whites as well as from their black male counterparts. "85 For a brief time , a few all

black towns 86 provided an "insulated freedom " for women and men to create a cultur e 

82 Spigne r-Littles 
83 Ibid 
84 Spigner-Littles 
85 Reese 145. 
86 Some of Okl ahoma territory's twenty seve n all -black towns included Langsto n, Boley , Liberty , Taft , 
Clearview, Ta tums, and Bailey. Taft and Boley were both founded on the land allotments of black womel1' 

' Taft on the land of Creed freed woman Phyllis Manuel and Boley on the land of Choctaw freed woman 
Abiga il Barnett. Edwa rd P. McCabe promoted Langston City in the early l 890's as a settlement supply 
base for future land openi ngs in the northern part of the territory . (Reese 146) 
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free of racial blockad es and a place to nurtur e future generations. Education and 

protection were advocated above all other endeavors and girls were raised to strive for a 

"virtuous and industrious life."87 Black families often kept their daughters in school 

longer than their sons in the hope that they would become school teachers. 88 Women 

faced less sexual discrimination in all-black towns and were able to organize their own 

study clubs, discussion groups, and participate in charity work in their communities. 89 

There was nearly an even ratio of black females to black males in these all black towns; 

however, the traditional western pattern of female-headed households was not 

consistently present in these communities. 90 Despite this reality, male editors of the 

"Boley Progress", attempting to recruit businessmen and settlers from the South , used the 

female image within their print narrative to represent the fertility of Oklahoma land. 

Oklahoma was said to have "leaped at one bound to the adult age, a buxom young 

giantess." 91 According to attorney and author Hannibal B. Johnson, "The lure of 

Oklahoma in the l 800's was clearly a better life for African Americans. " 

Early territorial Oklahoma black men and women were committed to racial 

development through economic opportunity, cultivation of morality , political power , and 

social institutions. Religion was perhaps the most powerful influence upon the 

community and the church was their most important cornerstone in sustaining a 

progressive livelihood. Women were the mainstay of religious life, yet their role in the 

church was considered to be more supportive through their fundraising efforts and care 

87 Spigner- Littles 
88 Before World War II, teaching and dom est ic work were the only oppommities for bla ck women. They 
were also not a llowe d to work in factories or ho ld clerical positio ns. (Ibid) 
89 Organizatio ns and literat ure clubs made efforts to keep black history alive in the minds of young people 
in order to counteract racist beliefs . (Ibid) 
90 Reese 146. 
91 £bid., 148. 
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for the orphaned and elderly. 92 Shortly before Oklahom a Territory was slated for 

statehood in 1907, political struggle began to play a more important role in the lives of 

black Oklahomans with segregation becoming a very real, and possibly inevitable , social 

factor. White settlers seemed to favor segregation as a mean s to regain rural and 

economic control ; some even considered lynching to be an "effective means of race 

control. "93 Members of the black community across Oklahoma were threatened by mobs 

and the Klu Klux Klan participated in the disposal of many of their properties and 

possessions. Jim Crow Laws were made a high priority when statehood legislation was 

being drafted and black Oklahomans made a valiant effort against this constitution for the 

new state. 94 

Despite widespread segregation and the establishment of Jim Crow legislation in 

early twentieth- century Oklahoma , middle class African Americans were still able to 

gain economic and social strength by developing their own districts where they could live 

freely, and, for a time, without fear of disenfranchisement. All- black districts such as the 

Greenwood District of Tulsa, Oklahoma represented the brief economic success enjoyed 

by black Americans throughout America during the first two decades of the twentieth 

92 In Langston, black women sold needlework and hosted socials to buy oil lamps to light Main Street. 
Boley women stressed the importance of parents to order dolls from the National Negro Doll Company in 
Nashville. Oklahoma black women raised money to built homes for the elderly and orphans. Judith Horton 
of Guthrie founded the Excelsier Club in 1907 and established Oklahoma ' s first library in 1908. Harriet 
Jacob son of Oklahoma City established the Eastside Culture Club in 1907 which founded the Oklahoma 
Federation of Colored Women ' s Clubs (OKFCWC) in 1910 with Jacobson as their first president. The 
OKFCWC was responsible for the establishment of the Boley School for Boys and a facility for delinquent 
girls in Taft. (Sp igner-Littl es) 
93 According to Spigner-Littles ' documentary , 3,436 people were lynch ed in Oklahoma Territory , and 
Oklahoma State , between 1889 and 1921. (Ibid.,). 

94 Oklahoma's segregat ion legis lation was passed in 1907. Betwee n 1907 and 1916, a legal battle ensued to 
deny black men the right to vote . Oklahoma began to steadily loose its high African American population 
after statehood and many left to settle in the North , Afr ica , and Canada. Tho e who chose to remain in the 
state made attempts to cultivate their farms but the lack of cap itol and supplies caused many fanns to fail 
due to increa sing ly poor conditions . These factors led to many farmers selling their land and m ing to 
larger urban area s in pursuit of other economic opportunitie s. (Ibid) . 
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century. 95 Many Oklahomans are not aware of the significant role played by the state in 

black history and this fact increases the importance for the acknowledgement of existing 

historical sites in Oklahoma 's former all-black district s. 

By 1921, Greenwood had become the center of African American life for over 

11,000 Tulsa residents .96 Due to segregation, black Tulsans were barred from living, 

socializing, and shopping in other areas of the city. A high level of home ownership in 

Greenwood made this district unique from other black communities in other parts of the 

country. During this era, Tulsa was essentially two cities; the black North end and the 

white South end. Greenwood's segregation from the rest of a predominantly white Tulsa 

actually made the growth of the Greenwood District possible because the black 

population's economic success was not stifled by competition from other parts of the city. 

According to Hannibal Johnson, supply and demand was an essential factor; "There was 

a demand for goods that one could not purchase within the context of the white 

community, so there was a need for black individuals to produce and supply their own 

goods." 97 

As part of a white dominated society, black Tulsans had to endure the constant 

threat of law enforcement who were able to come and go from Greenwood at will, 

sometimes making unexplainable arrests. This issue was compounded by two factors ; 

95 Tulsa, which had first been established as a Creek Indian village in the 1830's, remained an uneventful 
frontier town until 1882 with the arrival of the railroad along with a large number of new white settlers 
transforming the settlement into one of Oklahoma's many "Boom Towns". The city ' s rapid growth was 
spurred in 1905 by the Ida Glen oil range and by 1920 the population had skyrocketed to 100,000 people. 
This oi l wealth went primarily to the whites who owned the wells, but black Oklahomans also benefitted as 
the money began to trickle down in soc iety as black s were able to hold a menial number of jobs in town. 
(In Search of History: The Night Tul sa Burned ; Document ary, (A&E Telev ision Network) 1999) 
96 Declared as the "Black Wall street " of the United States by Booker T. Washington , the Greenwood 
District included I 08 black-owned businesses , two black schools, the Dreamland Theater, two black 
newspapers , a black public library , ove r 13 churches , 15 doctors offices, and a black hospital. (Scott 
Ellsworth. Death in a Promised Land: The Tulsa Race Riot of 1921 (Baton Rouge , Louisiana; Louisiana 
State University Press 1892) 14) 
97 In Search of History: The Nig ht Tu lsa Burned 
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most black wage earners had white bosses and the district was under the jurisdiction of 

Tulsa ' s politi cal and police authority.98 As the district continued to thrive and develop , 

white Tul sans developed an intense j ealousy towards wea lthy blacks who were becoming 

more socially and economic ally visible. 

The presence of the Klu Klux Klan in Oklahom a, particul arly in Tu lsa, was only 

one example set among the other numerous groups who were fueling race riots in 

America during the l 920 ' s.99 By 1921, the fires of racial intoleranc e spread to Tulsa ' s 

Greenwood District. Trouble had been brewing for quite some time when a single alleged 

event touched off the most deadly race riot in American histor y. Dick Rowland , a 19 year 

old black Tulsan who had dropped out of Booker T. Washington High School to earn 

money shining shoes , worked downtown. Being unable to use any of downto wn Tul sa 's 

public restrooms , which were reserved for whites , Rowland used the nearest black 

restroom available located on the upper floor of the Drexel building . On May 30, 1921 he 

allegedly stepped onto the elevator in the building with elevator operator Sarah Paige. 100 

The only facts known about what happened between the time he entered the elevato r and 

the time he exited are that Rowland ran from the elevator and Paige was found in a 

hysterical state. She supposedly accused Rowland of assault and the story spread like 

98 Ellswort h 23-44. 
99 In what was late r know as the "Red Summer" of 19 19, 25 major race riots erupted in America. The wor t 

riot of that year occ urred in Chicago where 38 peo ple were killed and 1000 black families were left 

home less. Accor ding to Scott Ellswort h, "One thing to remembe r about race riots during this period i~ that 

they are characte rized by whites invad ing black communi ties . These are not black communities that are 

erupting. These are white citizens somet imes aided by the police who are attacking black citizens. attackin g 

black homes ". (In Search of History : The Night Tulsa Bu rned) 
100 Ellsworth 46 . 
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wildfire throughout Tulsa. The media quickly circul ated the story and the acco unt 

became more elaborate with each telling. 101 

After the story of the alleged assault was made public by the Tulsa Tribune, the 

city of Tulsa was engulfed by a race riot. By 4:00 PM on May 31, 1921, a crowd of 

almost 400 whites were gathered in front of the court house where Rowland had been 

taken after his arrest. Armed guards were provided for his safety. 102 False reports reached 

Greenwood that a white mob stormed the courthouse threatening to lynch Rowland and 

that a group of black Tulsans had taken a stand in his defense. A group of Greenwood 

men offered to help guard Rowland but were turned away after being assured of his 

safety. By 10:30 PM many members of the white mob had armed themselves and their 

number swelled to over 2,000. 103 Tensions continued to develop and the Greenwood men 

returned to the courthouse. A fight broke out after the armed black men were provoked 

by the white mob with racial taunts and insults. Shots were fired by an unknown person 

and the riot began with a fervor of rapid destruction, blood shed, and horror. 104 

In addition to the high number of riot casualties , the monetary amount of 

property loss was a devastating blow to the completely demolished Greenwood District. 

10 1 A major contributor to this seemingly unstoppable media frenzy was the Tulsa Tribune newspaper 

which ran the front page headline titled "Nab Negro for Attacking Girl in Elevator " on May 3 1, 1921, the 

day after Rowland ' s arrest. Sarah Paige was described in the article as "an orphan who works as an elevator 

operator to pay her way through business college " while Rowland was only referred to as "a negro delivery 

boy". This same Tribune had referred to Greenwood as "Little Africa ". (Ibid. , 51) 
102 Ibid ., 51. 
103 lbid ., 51. 
104 Many Tulsa police officers abandoned their duties , deputizing any white ale citizen with a gun and 

allowing them to arre st and detain Greenwood citizens at will. Almo st all black men in Greenwo od were 

arre sted and held again st their will in detention centers for their "protecti on.'· Th is left the district, and its 

women and children , complet ely defen seless while all 50 block s of their beloved homes were loo ted and 

burned. The National Guard was contacted to protect the city of Tul sa and martial law wa ' decla red at l l 

AM in June 1, 1921. Although it is estimated that 300 peopl e were killed durin g the riot , the numb er of 

casualties must have been much higher. Considering that it was the Tulsa police who had, for the most part, 

instigated the riot, black Tul sans did not feel safe going to authorities to report missing love d ones. Many 

Greenwood residents simply disappeared and were never seen alive aga in. (In Search of History: The ight 

Tulsa Burned) . 
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The Tulsa Real Estate Exchange estimated the loss at approximately $ I .5 milli on 
105

, 

individual claims filed against the City of Tulsa for losses due to the riot were estimat ed 

at $ 1.8 million 1°6, and the total amount of property loss was over $5 million. 107 

Approximat ely one week after the riot, a state grand ju ry began an invest igation of the 

event. The result of this investigation led to Greenwo od residents being ultimately 

blamed for fueling the destruction and none of Tulsa ' s white residents involved were ever 

tried or made to serve any jail time. 108 According to Hannibal Johnson , "With the 

conspiracy of silence in Tulsa regarding the riot , those in leadership did not talk about the 

event" and information was suppressed. A direct and blatant example of this "conspiracy 

of silence " was the destruction of the Tulsa Tribune editorial which fueled the riot. This 

section was systematically cut out of bound volumes of the newspapers and canno t be 

found in any library microfiche files. 

With thousands left homeless after the riot , many tent cities became the temporar y 

homes of Greenwood residents. The Red Cross provided over $100 ,000 in relief supplie s 

and the NAACP organized a nationwide campaign to raise money for riot victims. 109 

Despite the fact that a majority of Tulsa ' s white political leaders were supposedl y 

embarrassed by the event and the actions which led to such a level of destructi on, a fire 

105 The Exc hange also estimat ed "personal property loss" at about $750,000 . (The Greenwood Cultural 
Center; Tulsa, Oklahoma) 
106 These claims were filed with Tulsa ' s city commissioners and "subsequently disa llowed ·'. Claimes 
ranged from under $25 to over $ 150,000 . Larger property loss cla ims included Loula T . William s' claim 
for ove r $ 100,000 for the Dreamland Theater and the Willi ams build ing. R.G. Dunn and Compan y lost 
approx imate ly $250,000 in merchandise goods. Greenwood news paper offices , the Tu lsa Star and the 
Oklahoma Sun , and the new ly buil t Mount Zion Bapti st Church also claimed high monetary losses. 
(Ellswort h 70) . 
107 Ibid., 70 . 
108 In Search of History : The Night Tulsa Burned 
109 Riot victims also received relief funds and supplies from the Colored Women ·s Branch o f the ew York 
City YMCA and other civic organizations. It is also important to note that Gove rnor Robertson refused the 
offer o f fifty Black Cross nurses by the president of the Chicago chapter o f the Universal egro 
Impro vement Assoc iation and also refused to cos ign for I 00 Nati onal Guard tents to use fi r the homeless . 
(In Search of Histo : The Ni ht Tu lsa Burned . 
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ordinance was enacted which placed quality requirements on new building s planned for 

the Greenwood District. This new ordinance made rebuildin g the district nearly 

impossible and was one of the many actions taken by Tulsa politicians to prevent the 

black population from regaining their previously celebrated economic strength.' 10 

The epicenter of this district was the intersection of Greenwood and Archer 

(Figure 9) where this historic area is now shadowed and hidden by the overpowering 

structures of present day downtown Tulsa (Figure 10). Upon arriving in this area, one 

would never be aware of the cultural significance of the district and the thundering 

highway overpass built directly above is seems to have been placed as an intentional 

distraction. Standing directly across from the rebuilt Vernon African Methodist Episcopal 

Church, which was destroyed in the riot and rebuilt in 1928 in its original location , is The 

Mabel B. Little Heritage House and adjacent Greenwood Cultural Center. Although not 

the original owner or resident of the home , race riot survivor Mabel B. Little is celebrated 

through the site as a vital member of the Greenwood community , a successful business 

owner, and a testament to the resilience of the black residents of Tulsa . In her 

autobiography , Fire on Mount Zion: My Life and History as a Black Woman in 

America' 11
, Little gave a riveting and detailed account of her early life in Boley , 

Oklahoma, her move to Tulsa to pursue an education , and her later struggles as a young 

wife , entrepreneur, and community leader in Greenwood. In her account of the riot , she 

110 Greenwood ultimat ely preva iled through the effo rts of Greenwood lawyer Buck C. Franklin, who set up 
a " tent practi ce" in the middle of the destruction of Greenwood . Franklin and his associates challenged the 
fire ordinance which was not passed. Greenwood then bega n to rebuild witho ut the use of city assistance. In 
addition to the physical and emotional destruction suffered by Greenwood reside nts, desegregation 
legis lation also caused the once- flouri shin g black communit y to lose its financial footing. (In Search of 
History : The Night Tul sa Burned). 

111 The autobiography was written by Mab el B. Little , with the assistance of athan Hare, PhD . And Julia 
Hare , PhD., at age 93 when she was honored with a degree from Langston University . 
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stated, ·'Nothing in my life had prepared me for any face-to face encounter with a race 

riot. It took quite a while for the full force of the riot and its effect on me and my family 

d 
· . d ,, 112 an community to penetrate my unwary mm . 

Little described her grandmother 's unwavering encouragement for her to grow 

up to become a missionary; "As the years went by, she would fast and pray for me every 

Friday night, asking God please not to give me a lot of children , so I would have time to 

be a missionary. " 113 Little ' s early devotion to the Christian church , which she joined at 

age eleven, is highly evident and this aspect of her spirit colored her entire life-long 

devotion to self-improvement. This desire to become a missionary both helped and 

hindered Little's efforts as a community leader but her influence upon the preservation of 

the Greenwood District would solidify her place as a healing force in the aftermath of the 

race riot. 114 

Mable Little was only 24 years old when the riot occurred in May 1921 and 

"never could get much real feeling about it- I guess because it shocked and numbed me 

so." 115 Like the majority of Greenwood residents , the Littles lost virtually everything in 

the destruction. Both of their rental houses burned, their shoe shine parlor / beauty salon , 

and home including, as mentioned by Little several times in her autobiography , "Five 

112 Mabel B. Little . Fire on Mount Zion: My lif e and History as a Black Woman in America (Langs ton, 

OK ; Melvin B. Tolson Black Heritage Center and Langston University 1990) 15. 
113 Ibid. , 17. 
114 After settling in with a widow woman who rented her a room , Mabel met and fell in love with Pressley 

Little. She described their first 1914 encounter as " love at first sight" and continued to profess their great 

love throughout her autobiography. The young couple began their new life by establi shing a three-room 

shotgun house business at 612 Archer Street where her Press ley opera ted a shoe sl1ine parlor and Mabel 

ope ned her own beauty shop. Unfortunately the new business partnership lost many of their regular 

custo mers and supporte rs in the flu epidemic of 1916. However, Mab el remained thankful for the 

opportu nity to work stat ing, "Working on peoples heads you learn so much about life and other people .'' 

(Ibid 27-34) 
115 Ibid . 38-42. 
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rooms of brand new fumiture ." 116 Little described the looting of her home , "like a jealou s 

man out of control and cutting up his wife's best clothes or slashing and scarring her face 

in a crazed desire to ruin her good looks".117 When a group of white men came to her 

home and tried to arrest her husband , Little told them , "No! If you ' re going to take my 

husband , you take all of us. If you're going to kill him , kill us." 118 His wife ' s bravery and 

forcefulness in standing up against the mob, saved Pressley 's life and the two settled into 

service jobs . 119 

The transition from a life of financial independence to a life of servitude must 

have weighed heavily on the young couple who now found it nearly impossible to find 

new jobs due to inadequate transportation in Greenwood and the hateful treatment by 

members of Tulsa ' s white community. Little expressed the high level of anxiety and 

physical strain her husband Pressley faced in the manual labor jobs and he was forced to 

take. He died of tuberculosis in 1927. This devastating blow to Mabel Little ' s already 

taxed emotional state was compounded by the Great Depression. She was forced to sell 

most of her remaining property to pay for her late husband ' s doctor bills and medication , 

utility taxes, and mortgage payments for her new home. 120 Many whites were equally as 

poor as the black community during this time and this must have created an interesting 

social dynamic, and challenge to segregation , in the common struggle to find stable work 

and maintain a sense of dignity. Shortly after being told that her home was being 

foreclosed by the Home Loan Company, she was contacted again and informed that her 

116 Ibid ., 34 . 
117 Ibid ., 10. 
118 Ibid ., 13. 
119 A man on ly named as Mr. Brown , who had so ld the Little's their beloved furniture , offered to ove the 

young couple into the servant ' s quarters of his home free of charge and onl y asked that they assist his wife 

with light housework. Comme ntin g on this situation , Litt le stated that she and Pressley were "basicall y 

live-in servant s, but very thankful for the blessing ". (Ibid . 13) . 
120 Ibid. , 47 . 
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back taxes had been paid by the company ' s all-whit e Board and that her mortgage 

payments had been significantly cut. Due to her devotion to the Greenwood commu nity 

and the circumstances behind her husband ' s death , Little had been singled out as 

someone who was a valuable asset to the rebuilding of the district. This circum stance was 

not common. Thousands of others lost their property in the riot and according to Little , " I 

was about the only person I knew who didn ' t lose their property ." 12 1 Little ' s contribution s 

made to the revitalization of Greenwood was one of the main reasons why she was 

chosen as the namesake of the Mable B. Little Heritage House. 

After being allowed to keep her home and regain her independence , Little 

resumed her dream of becoming a missionary. She became much more involved in her 

church life by reorganizing the Young Matrons of the State of Oklahoma for the ational 

Baptist Convention, the Young People ' s Department for the state of Oklahoma and the 

first Woman's Day in the State of Oklahoma. She also and conducted the first Youth 

State Encampment at the Oklahoma Baptist College near Muskogee. 122 In speaking of her 

continued missionary work in Fire on Mount Zion, Little stated that there were many 

people in her community who were against women preaching but, ' I may not have been 

called to preach, but I am a missionary and I'm going to speak. I do what the Lord tells 

me to do." 123 

Like many other American women during World War II, Little aided the war 

effort by working in the defense industry. She became one of the first mechanics at 

121 Ibid ., 49 . 
122 Littl e's other pos itions in church leadership included president of the Oklah oma Bapti st Women ' s 
Co nvention, pres ident of the Women' s Missionary Soc iety at Mt Zion Bapti st Church, Direc tor of the 
Young People ' s Department, Religious Direc tor o f Educati on, and chaim1an o f the Devot ion Co mm ittee 
for the Oklahoma Bapti st Women' s Convention. (Ibid ., 107). 
123 Little 's early miss ionary work durin g the 1930 ' s included serv ice as Field Mis ionary Worker fi r the 
Texa s Baptist State Convention and Field Miss ionary Worker for the National Bapt ist onventi on 
( lb id., 54) . 
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Dou glas Aircraft in Tulsa and attended a government schoo l to learn new skiUs.
124 

After 

her next mechanic job had been terminated in Wichita , Kansas, she relocated to the 

Lockheed Plant in California where, according to Little, she "worked the graveyard shift 

as a welder inspector " . 125 Although Little felt an obligation to serve the greater good of 

the country , being away from her beloved community proved to be a taxing ordeal and 

she returned to Tulsa in the early l 970 ' s to continue supporting the city ' s black 

community. She was driven to return to Tulsa in part because of the "urban renewal " that 

was destroying her community and its heritage; "It ' s sad to see the black communities 

being gutted today, " she wrote. "The buildings and the minds and the bodies of the 

people under something that was supposed to help us- ' integration ' . Something is wrong 

here." 126 It was as if the City of Tulsa and Tulsa Board of Education desired to erase all 

traces of black historical figures from Greenwood and instead assimilate the community 

into their own vision of leadership. 127 According to Little, " Its like cutting a mighty river 

off at its source and turning the water into your own sea, taking its name away and slowly 

. . • ,, 128 
g1vmg 1t your name. 

The Mable B. Little Heritage House (Figure 11) is the only remaining house built 

in the l 920's in Tulsa's historic Greenwood District and is actually an "imitator of an 

imitator " according to Little. 129 Originally the home of the elusive and highly scrutinized 

Sam and Lucy Mackey ( or Mackley) , the two story brick home represents to some the 

124 Ibid ., 71. 
125 lbid ., 71. 
126 Little spoke of her dissatisfaction with the desegregation of school s in Tulsa which resulted in many of 
Greenwood's schools, such as Booker T. Washington School , being demolished and a new school being 
built with the name shortened to Washington. She explain ed that this action by Tulsa·s educational leaders 
took away a piece of Greenwood history which was vita l to the future of their children . (Ibid. , 7 1) 
127 Supposedly the shortening of the schoo l' s name was to reference President Washington and not Booker 
T. Washington. (Ibid. , 71) 
128 Ibid ., 77 . 
129 Ibid ., 98. 
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ability of the black community to "rise above racial discrimination , to build a substant ial 

home that would parallel its counterparts in the elite white neighborhood s." 130 To others 

this site is representative of the perpetuation of black servitude. Lucy Mackey worked as 

a cook and maid for a banker' s wife in South Tulsa and according to Little , ·'had the 

dream of buildin g a fine home like the one she cleaned every day." She enjoyed "solitary 

nights playing at being mistress after 5pm" in her "tiny replica of her mistress ' 

house. " 

The Mackey ' s first home was a frame structure destroyed in the riot. After being 

warned of the impending dangers , the Mackey ' s reluctantly left their hom e and return ed 

the next day to its smoking ashes. The family was eventually able to rebuild a brick home 

in 1926. Lucy Mackey did not live to see her second home completed and "left the house 

as a retreat for her two daughters to inhabit in seclusion ", according to Little. This 

opinion of the Mackey family is shared by many Greenwood residents today and throu gh 

the mission of the historical house which some believe encourages the romantic ization of 

servitude. Little stated that the "perpetrators of this legacy unknowingl y fall into a 

syndrome of make believe and second class status of imitation ." 131 

The house is significant in that it survived Tulsa ' s Urban Renew al efforts to 

moderni ze the downtown area. Ironically, the original Mackey home , supposedly one of 

the first to be destroyed in the riot, was the only house to avoid the wrecking ball decades 

later. Why was Mabel Little given the honor as the namesak e of Greenwoo d' s only 

historica l house if she felt so strongly about the misunderstandings regar ding the Macke y 

fami ly? Both the black and white communit y of Tulsa felt the need to incorporate the 

130 The Sam and Lucy Mackey House , The Mabel B. Little Heritag e House (Tul a, Oklahoma: Greemvood 
Cultural Center) 
131 Little 97 . 
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vision of Little's hopes for the city' s youth who, as she stated in the Greenwood Cultural 

Center groundbr eaking ceremony in August 1985, should "enter not into the fields of the 

fatherless" and "whose history is yet to be made, perhaps never to be written. "
132 

When 

writin g her autobiography Little expressed her intention for the heritage house to function 

as a "teaching museum" but feared that the site was beginning to replicate instead a 

"mausoleum ". Little also stressed that "it is after all the making of history, and not 

merely the viewing of history, which is our most unavoidable task." 133 

According to a plaque located in the first floor of the house and titled "The 

Greenwood Cultural Center , Dedicated to the Generations ", a group of both black and 

white civil rights leaders, Tulsa city officials , and Greenwood residents met at the site in 

the early 1980' s to discuss the future of the house which was in danger of demolition by 

the continuing Urban Renewal Project. The consensus was that the site should be 

preserved because the people of Greenwood , and Tulsa as a whole , "need to have 

something left to their memory for the generations of children who will live under the 

shadows cast and the indelible scars from the riot. " This emphasis upon the importance of 

the site being preserved for future generations was in no doubt spear-headed by Little . 

Currently functioning mostly as an event venue and office space for the adja cent 

Greenwood Cultural Center , The Mabel B. Little Heritage House is not fulfillin g the wish 

of Little to function as a teaching museum . Due to a lack of research staff and resources, 

very little information about the Macke y family or Little is given durin g guided tours of 

the site, although the Mack eys are mentioned as the original owners of the home. Most of 

the interpretive focus of the house deals with its proximity to the riot and being the last 

132 Ibid., 96. 
133 Ibid ., LOO. 
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remaining house in the Historic Greenwood District. The museum does not contain any 

objects belonging to the Mackey family or Little and the only evidence that they were 

involved in the history of the site are a few crumbl ing pictures in the front living room. 

However, Little ' s life as a missionary is somewhat represen ted with the display of a 

Woman 's Missionary Union handbook which may have been used by her at one time. 

Through an analysis of the lives and surviving home s of Alzira Murra y and Mable 

B. Little , their significant community-building contributions are made evident in the way 

these structures shaped Oklahoma ' s cultural landscape after period s of devastation. Just 

as Alzira Murray was able to reestablish her family ' s homestead after great finan cial and 

personal loss , Mabel B. Little mothered the Greenwood District after the race riot which 

deeply scarred the black community. Her direct involvement in the preservation of her 

community is made visible through The Mabel B. Little Heritage House , although the site 

may not currently be enforcing her original vision for the site. While these women are 

acknowledged as minorities , their importance does not lie in the sole fact that they are 

non-white. However , more Oklahoma minority women should be acknowledged within 

the house museum setting in order to tell a complete history. 
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Chapter 3: 
Pressure and Persuasion: Women's Material Cultur e at The Moore

Lindsay Historical House and The Overhol ser Man sion 

Much can also be learned through the study of individual objects and their role in 

the social, economic, spiritual, religious , moral, and family life of Oklahoma women. The 

collections housed in Oklahoma's late Victorian 134 style house museums are great 

examples of how objects can speak to the present while maintaining their true meaning . 

Two of Oklahoma ' s last remaining Victorian style house museums, The Moore-Lindsay 

Historical House in Norman and The Overholser Mansion in Oklahoma City, are 

examples of institutions which place a heavy influence upon the interpretation of 

collections objects in the telling of the lives of upper-middle class women during the 

Territorial Era. 

An emphasis on the lives of upper and middle -class late Territorial era Oklahoma 

women have been chosen for this chapter due to the availability and quality of the sites ' 

collections. However, more research should be done on the exploration of the material 

culture of the lives of domestic servants , minorities, working women, and other 

Oklahoma sites that are not representations of this era. Typically , the homes of prominent 

and affluent Oklahoma families are the only sites chosen to be preserved due to their 

architectural uniqueness or the importance of the individuals who owned the homes , 

while homes of the working class are not typically preserved. Therefore , the 

134 
The Victorian Era in America began in appro ximat ely 1837 and lasted until aro und 1901 , although some 

scho lars have argued that the highly influ ential era las ted until the outbr eak of WW I . (E llen M Plante. 
Women at Home in Victorian America : A Socia l Histo1J1 (N ew York, New York : Facts on File Inc 199 ) 
ix.) . 
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representations of working women are often excluded from the telling of the region ' s 

history . 135 

According to Ellen Plante , during the nineteenth- century the "culture and 

customs of this fast-changing romantic period lingered in America " and was fueled by 

growing industrialism. 136 However , Oklahoma architecture and daily life was still 

influenced by the stylized character of the early Victorian era yet took on its own unique 

patterns of rustic refinement. The introduction of railroad travel in the l 840's galvanized 

the expansion of the American West two decades later. The lives of Oklahoma women 

were impacted on multiple levels relating to labor, education , child-rearing and 

opportunities to renew their definition of "wife and mother ". During the early twentieth

century, an ideological shift in American homes occurred as the importance of women as 

consumers emerged while their roles as wives and mothers became less demanding of 

their energy. The new availability of department store goods, threats of changing 

demographics through immigration, and transition from rural life to urban life, created an 

environment where the home was "revered as a safe haven from uncertainty , center of 

refuge, and glorified the domestic sphere" 137 for the middle-class American woman . It is 

also important to note that the lives of pioneering women , who did not have access to the 

luxuries of the middle-class during the late nineteenth- century and early twentieth-

135 For many years, the interpretation of material cultur e has been challenged by '·New Social History" and 
profe ss ionally trained staff. Thi s transition of view point has greatly affected the mis sions and 
interpretation of house museums whose original goa ls only serve d a small percentage of the public . uch 
sites were not originally equipp ed to address contro versia l subjects such as socia l inequalit , gender 
discrimination , or poor labor conditi ons. (Dian e Barth el Histori Presen •atio n: Col/ecti, · Memon • and 
Historica l Identity (New Brunswick , New Jersey : Rutgers Univers ity Press 1996) 67) . · 
136P lante ix. 
137 Ibid X. 
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century periods , 'differ ed dramatically from what we have come to recognize as genteel 

Victorian culture. " 138 

By the early 1900' s, the American middle class home "had lost most of its 

romantic appeal with the increased availability of material goods , pack aged foods , house 

hold appliances and tools , and professional services. " 139 However , the geographically 

ambiguous location of Oklahoma Territory created an interesting environment in which 

the more "refined " taste of the North was beginning to trickle down and the traditional 

antebellum influence of the South had taken hold. Territorial women therefore likely 

struggled to carve out their own identity amidst these competing identities. 

Thus, the homes of Oklahoma's late nineteenth- century and early twentieth

century middle and upper class women functioned primarily as a public extension of the 

family's financial and social success. This included a pressure for women to illustrate 

proper decorum at all times which was compounded by the added responsibility of 

cultivating a moral family unit through the raising of children to function as "upright " 

citizens. Further, a responsibility to maintain social relationships through the cultivation 

of "social contracts and friendships " 140 was paramount and dictated virtually every aspect 

of middle class women ' s lives. Women became the primary designers and decorators of 

their homes and were expected to "fashion homes that were once a retreat from the 

outside world and a material as well as a cultural inventory of refinement , social standing 

intellect , and honor. " I4 I This era shrouded by symbolism and strict codes of ethics 

materialized in middle and upper class homes through the distinction of "public .. and 

138 [bid X. 
139 £bid., 36. 
140 Ibid., I 03 
141 lb .d . I ., X I. 
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'•private " space through separate areas designated for specifi c uses. Gild ed parlor spaces , 

dinin g room s, music rooms, and other spaces for entertai ning guests were located in the 

front of the house whil e kitchens, bathrooms, out buildings, and servant quarter s were 

typically located toward s the back of the house. Women learned how to navigate prop er 

behavior , mat erial design of furnishin gs, and dress through highly popula r etiquette 

manuals , also known as "behavior books ," and ladie s' magaz ines. These important 

resources gave women detailed information on all aspects of maintain ing the home 

including fashion trends for specific events and time s of the day, cookin g and recipes, 

home decor , fine arts crafts, proper hygiene , child rearing , and short stori es, that 

demonstrated moral living. These readily available magazines for the middle class 

heightened the necessity for women to begin functioning as consumers in order to 

demonstrate their skills in the art of homemaking. The collections objects housed within 

two of Oklahoma ' s Victorian style house museums , The Moore-Lindsa y Historic al 

House in Norman and The Overholser Mansion in Oklahoma City , are excellent 

examples of the extent to which the lives of middle and upper class women were 

dominated by material goods and the task of representing the required air of gentility to 

the public. 

Built in 1895 by real estate developer William Moore and his wife Agn es Moore , 

The Moore-Lindsay Historical Hous e (Figure 12) in Norman Oklah oma represents a ten 

year period from the Land Run of 1889 to appro ximately the tum of the century . 

Although the Moore ' s did not participate in the Land Run of 1889, this historical site is 

one of the last remaining examples of the Princess Anne architectural style in onnan 

that was pop ular among the Territoria l Ok lahoma elite of the late ninete nth centur who 
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did partic ipate in this event. Characterized by asymmetrical design, decorative 

gingerbread facades , towerin g turrets , and stained glass windows, this home represents 

the Princess Anne Victorian architectural sty le which was influenc ed by Gothic Revival 

style cottages of Europe. 142 

Relocatin g from St. Joseph, Missouri in 1890, the Moores may have purch ased 

the 160-acre lot from the individual who had claimed the far northwest comer of what 

was first known as "Norman ' s Camp". The Moore' s spent $5,000 dollars on this kit 

house 143 durin g a time when most new-comer s to the territory only spent approximatel y 

$400-$500 to build their homes. The Lindsays , who were relat ives of the Moores and also 

from St. Joseph , Missouri , purchased the home in 1908. Harry Lindsa y was involved in 

the coal and lumber industry and, not unlike William Moor e, represented the 

quintessential middle class Territorial entrepreneur. Most of the writt en documentation 

and records about both families focus on the lives of men and, therefore , the museum's 

collection becomes an even more important resource for exploring the lives of the 

families ' women. 

Currently owned by the City of Norman and operat ed by the Cleveland County 

Historical Society , the The Moore-Lindsay Historical House contain s examples of tum of 

the centur y furniture , decorative fine art, textiles, clothing, books, photos , children· s toys 

kitchen gadgets, docum ents, and many other objects which illustrate daily life of middle 

class Territorial Oklahomans. Approximately 95% of the collection consists of donated 

142 Thi s dominant architec tural style infiltrat ed Victorian America from approximat ely 1875- 1900 and 
began to be popular ized by architects such as Andr ew Jackson Downin g in his boo k The Architecture of 
Country Houses. (Andr ew Jackson Downin g, The Architecture ofCo unt,y House (M ineo la, New York : 
Dove r Publi ca tions 1969) 
143 Late 20th century "kit houses", or " fabrication homes" were mass ive ly popular in ea rly Am eri an settler 
tow ns and co uld be ordered from cata logues. The pieces of the home were usually shipped to the 
homeow ner by ra ilroad or by wago n tra il. Willi am Moo re hired loca l crafts men to build his h me and al ' 
custom build parts of the interior such as the grand staircase . (The Moorc -Lindsa Histori al House). 
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items from the communit y and the other 5% includes original parlor furnishings , 

correspondence letters, and silver dinn erware belonging to the Lindsay family . As the 

Victori an style home was considered to be "an extension of its owner ' s spiritual 

condition as well as their aesthetic taste", middl e class women were encouraged and 

advised to "take an active interest in the interior and exterior construction of their 

homes. " 144 Although it is not known if Agnes Moore , the wife of William Moore, was 

involved in designing the home , it can be assumed that she was educated in ninet eenth 

century "domestic sciences " which included a keen aesthetic eye. In her marriage to a 

prominent civic figure such as William Moore , she was certainly a product of her 

environment and would have been expected to maintain her family ' s home in a 

respectable fashion. 

In contrast with The Moore-Lindsay Historical House , The Overholser Mans ion 

(Figure 13) in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma represents the Territorial upper class lifest yle 

enjoyed by many affluent families of the early twentieth century. Ohio city planner Henr y 

Overholser constructed this lavish 20 room , three-story Queen Anne mansion , complete 

with characteristic turrets , stained glass windows , and arcade windows , in 1903. 

Overholser, who became known as "The Father of Oklahoma City", saw the 1889 Land 

Run as a business opportunity and arrived in the newly settled region two days later with 

ten railways cars of lumber in tow and some of the earliest examples of pre- fabric ated 

building s.145 Within a year of arriving , Overholser was credit ed with establish ing a we ll

design ed downtown region including the Grand Avenue Hotel and man y other 

establishments . It was also in this year that Overhol ser met and married Anna Ione 

144 Plante 45 . 
145 Anna and Henry Overholser, Over holser Mans ion Vis itor Center 
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Murphy. Representing the ideal Territorial woman of refined gentility , Anna ' s mother 

had died when she was young and she was raised by her English step mother Louise 

Berry. Anna often traveled with her step mother oversea s to Europe and, like most upper 

class American women , she was heavily influenced by this exposure to antiquity . A 

picture of Louise Berry ' s home in England , which is almost identical in design to The 

Overholser Mansion, housed at The Overholser Mansion ' s archives may prove that Anna 

Overholser acted as a heavy influence on the design of the mansion. 

Taking an active part of early Oklahoma City civil and social activities , the 

Overholser ' s mansion became the cultural hub of the region where Anna Overholser 

(Figure 14) maintained the family's relationship with the growing community. As the 

first house built in this region of Oklahoma City, and the only example of the Victorian 

style in the neighborhood which would later be named Heritage Hills , the mansion stood 

as a representation of the Overholser ' s financial and civic success. Henry Overholser 

died in 1915 after living in his mansion for only twelve years . Anna Overholser and her 

daughter Henry occupied the house until the passing of Anna in 1940. 146 The fact that the 

house was predominantly inhabited by the women of the family makes the site even more 

important as a case study for the dominance of women ' s consumer lives and the personal 

relationship they would have developed with their homes. 

Unlike The Moore-Lindsay Historical House , whose collection largely consists of 

donated objects and very few original items belonging to the original families the entire 

collection displayed at The Overholser Mansion is original to the house. After the death 

of the Overholser ' s daughter Henry Ione Overholser Perry (Figure 15), her husb and 

David Perry continued to live in the mansion until 1972. He then sold the hom e, and all 

146 Ibid 
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of its cont ents, to the state of Okl ahoma to "remain a tangible symbol of the spirit of the 

89er' s." 147 Th e man sion ' s coll ection is significant because it is extremely rare for an 

American house mus eum to cont ain all original furni shings and family objec ts. 

A close examination of the materi al coll ection s displayed and archived at both 

The Moore-Lindsay Historical House and Th e Overhol ser Mansion illu stra te the multiple 

social and physical demands placed upon late nineteenth century and earl y tw enti eth 

century Territorial women in their ceremonial pursuits as entertainers , wives, mother s, 

and collectors. Nineteenth century middle and upper class American women were 

expected to know the proper and most acceptable styles of home decor and depended 

largely upon catalogues and women ' s magazines for this knowledge. Many women also 

planned the interior design of their homes through the use of the hobby of scrap booking 

and were constantly saving visual cues which represented their aesthetic tastes. 

One of Anna Overholser ' s numerous interior scrapbooks (Figure 16) is an 

excellent example of how her interior tastes were influenced by women ' s magazines in 

her design of a second story bedroom at The Overholser Mansion (Figure 17). Another 

interesting and important aesthetic quality of the Victorian style formal parlor is the use 

of the brightly colored porthole window (Figure 18) as seen at The Moore-Lindsa y 

Historical House. These dual-functioning round windows , inspired by the portholes in 

ships and may have reflected the love of travel , were usuall y tinted with a ros y red or 

pink color to bring light into the home through natural sunli ght. Their oth er function is 

more specifically related to a woman ' s appearance as the rosy colored glass would reflect 

off of the wax-based makeup promin ent at the tim e to give the face a healthy glow. In 

order to be viewe d in the most appealing light, young wome n who were being court d in 

147 Henry lone Oversolser Peny, Overholser Man sion Visitor Center 
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the home sat near these windows. The formal parlor spaces disp layed in both museums 

are both excell ent exampl es of the social epicenter of the Victorian style home. Serving 

as a space for formal entertaining and showroom for the famili es ' most expensive and 

lavish decorative possessions , the formal parlor was intend ed to be the most beautiful 

room in the home. 

The dinner table was the "embodiment of material culture and second only to the 

parlor. " 148 Proper dining etiquette was another highly important aspect of middle and 

upper class women ' s lives and was greatly influenced by the rapid industrializat ion of 

cutlery. The formal eating style of dinner a la Russe, "in the Russian style ", became 

popular for Americans in the l 870's and included food being placed in a sideboard or 

buffet where the servants would do the serving. 149 Specific dinnerware to be used only 

for certain foods, such as the small salt dish and spoon (Figure 19) displayed at The 

Moore Lindsay House, became wildly popular through catalogues and etiquette books. 

Just as the formal parlor functioned as an entertainment space , the dining room was also 

required to reflect the same refinement for guests. The original hand-painted dining room 

wall motif (Figure 20) at The Overholser Mansion was designed to match the Limoges 

China (Figure 21) which was one of Anna Overholser ' s favorite possessions . This is an 

example not only of the strong connection upper class women had with their material 

possessions , but also the extent to which they would orchestrate refinement through the 

interior design of their homes. The expectation of women to maintain a beautifull y 

embelli shed home was also extended to their physic al appe arance and the import ance to 

alway s represent them selves as poised, refined , and proper. 

148 Ibid. , 115. 
149 Plante 114. 
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In a constant state of maintaining one ' s poise and refinement , American women 

were concerned with their physical appearance through proper fashion and cosmetic 

regimens. The middl e class woman' s physical appearance and conduct "allowed or 

denied her entry into desirable social circles." 150 Thi s attentiveness to the appearance is 

one exampl e of the multiple "social rules " indoctrin ated by etiquette manuals. These 

"social rules" were later "elevated to a set of "laws" 151 and this linguistic change was 

intended to reform the middle class as well as the new immigrant popula tion. 152 It is 

important to note that a majority of these etiquette manuals and advice magazines were 

written by men. According to cultural historian John F. Kasson , "The entire ritua l 

structuring of urban life, although performed in the name of honoring women , assumed 

and encouraged their subservience to men. " 153 

By the 1840' s, women were also beginning to be influenced by the ideals of the 

"domestic goddess " which in turn affected dress. American fashions mirrored primaril y 

French fashion trends, the most notable aspect of this European influence being the 

corset. The intention of the corset was to represent a refined lifestyle and high social 

status. This reflection of restricted movement to the woman ' s body would supposedl y 

inform the public that she did not do her own chores and had the financial means to hire 

domestic servants. 154 Nineteenth- century health reformers believed man y popul ar dress 

fashions to be unhealthy and spoke out specifically against the "tight lacing" techniqu e of 

corset wearing. According to historian Patricia A. Cunnin gham , "The appeals agai nst 

150 Ibid., 103. 
151 Ibid ., 106 
152 Ibid ., 106. 
153 John F. Kas son, Ruden ess and Civility: Manners in Nineteenth-Centw y America ( ew York , ew 
York ; Hi ll and Wa ng 1990) 115. 
154 Plante 126 . 
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fashion were clear: advocates of reform believed that corsets adversely affected internal 

organs, that long skirts swept up filthy debris from the streets, that the weight of the skirts 

and pettico ats impaired movement, that uneven temperatu res caused by clothing brought 

on sickne ss, and, finally, that faulty suspension of garments put undu e stress on the 

anatomy. " 155 An early twentieth- century dress (Figure 22) displayed with a measuring 

tape fastened to the waist at The Moore-Lindsay House show s museum visitors exactly 

how restricted women ' s waists were while wearing the corset. Although the waist of this 

dress displayed at the museum is measured at 24 inche s, grown women could restrict 

their size to only 13 or 14 inches while wearing the corset. Corset s were even outlawe d 

temporarily in nineteenth century England because their original material of whale bone , 

which gave the piece its structure , posed a potentially fatal hazard by stabbing women in 

their abdomens. The middle class women living in The Moore-Lindsa y Historic al Hou se 

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century would have worn corsets on a 

regular basis and this dress display is a great example of an object which represents the 

regularly experienced discomfort that would have been endured by these women. 

Quality clothing for middle class women became more ready available in the 

1860 ' s with the advent of paper dress patterns and the sewing machine. Wh ile som e 

women chose to make their own clothing , and used their sewing skills as another 

example of their "accomplishments ", many others took advantage of mail order 

catalogue s. A Fall/ Winter 1910-1911 McCall 's catalogu e from Norm an titled Fashions 

fo r Women and Young Women with Style Notes by Madame Savarie (Figure 23) housed 

in The Moore-L indsay House archives, is an excellent exampl e of a tum of the century 

155 Patricia A. Cunningham , Reforming Women 's Fa hion /850 - 1920. (Kent and London; The Kent tate 
University Pres s 2003) 24. 
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style guide. The types of illustrations used in these catalogues were a primary influence 

upon women' s fashion choic es as seen by 1910-1911 McCall' s illustrat ions by New York 

City artist Jean Parke (Figure 24) whose portrait work was in high demand with women 

of high society .156 Through the l 870' s until approximately the early l 900 ' s, middle class 

fashion was influenced by changing lifestyles as oppo sed to the earlier trend of fashion 

styles conforming to "fashionable modes " of dress. 157 Casual wear continu ed to take on a 

more utilitarian function due to the influence of leisure activities and popular sport s. 

The display of the American woman ' s "accomplishments " and skills in the arts 

are another very important aspect of the collections housed at The Moore-Lindsay 

Historical House and The Overholser Mansion. In fact, parlor spaces often functioned as 

showrooms for crafts and other ornamental artworks and it is interesting to see these 

rooms continuing to serve this function within a museum display setting . Both middle 

and upper class women were encouraged to occupy their time with such popular craft s 

and hobbies such as sewing, needlepoint, playing musical instruments , singing , self 

education through reading, gardening, wood burning , and beadwork. Hobbies were an 

important part of developing refined taste and skills which would be admired by the 

public , most notably potential male suitors . According to John F. Kasson , an expert on 

nineteenth century manners , "Reading for general knowledge was one important sign of 

cultivation , but the immense economic and social changes begun in the early nineteenth 

century also created a vast new market for more speci fie instruction.' ' 158 Poetry, drama, 

history , biographies , advice books and columns , education al works, and popul ar nove l 

156 Fashions/or Women and Young Women with Sty le Notes by Madam e Samri e. McCall"s Fal l/ Winter 
19 10- 191 1 (No rman, Oklahoma). 
157 Plante 130 . 
158 Kasson 4 1. 
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with religious themes we re all considered to be "app ropriate " reading material for middl e 

class wom en. Throu gh their reading material, wom en were conditioned to place much 

emphasis upon moral goodn ess and often studied oth er female historical figures who 

demonstrated this moral strength . Appropri ate fiction from women ' s magazines were 

often approved or disproved by critics and often included specific mora l themes which 

illustrated the "war of fashion versus modesty " or a "plot that expo sed and resolved the 

dilemmas of middle class refinement. " 159 Plante explains that women were avid readers 

for four main reasons: 

an increase in leisure time due to the industrialization of housework , affordabilit y 
and availability of books along with improved printing processes , reading was the 
primary means of self culture and self improvement , and women were largely 
responsible for educating their own children. 160 

While popular women ' s literature is a dominant aspect of the collections at both 

museums , Anna Overholser's extensive collection of Shakespeare works (Figure 25) 

displayed at The Overholser Mansion is one example of the importance of reading for 

self improvement. The encouragement for women to appreciate music is also prom inentl y 

illustrated through the interior design of the Overholser Mansion with the second story 

stained glass windows , The Musicians (Figure 26) , which were commissioned by Ann a 

Overholser for the landing. 

A discussion of Oklahoma women ' s lives would be incomplete without the 

inclusion of their roles as mothers . The mother of the home functioned as the prim ary 

educator and moral center for her children . She was entrust ed to "mold children into 

moral , upright citizens" and to shelter her ' childr en from harmful influences of the 

159 Plante 169. 
160 Ibid. , 170. 
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outside world." 16 1 Between approximat ely the l 830 ' s and 1850 s, the American family 

unit evolved from an "economy based unit in which everyon e labored for survival , to one 

in which relationships were based on love, feelings, and sentimentality ." 162 Many 

changing views towards child development were influenced by strict religious customs 

and the family unit being decreasingly dependent upon child labor for income. 163 ew 

traditions geared specifically towards educational activities for children brought about an 

explosive production of material goods catering to children. Middle and upper class 

mothers were, yet again, targeted as consumers for these new goods. Toys began to 

reflect gender specific roles reflecting the idea of children as "miniature adults". Young 

American girls played with toys which "mirrored practical aspects of domestic life" such 

as the metal , and wooden, kitchen sets (Figure 27) displayed in the children ' s room at 

The Moore-Lindsay Historical House. 

Health and physical care for children , specifically infants , also became a 

specialized science. By the late 1800's, cow ' s milk was widely accepted as a supplement 

for breast milk and access to processed baby foods were considered to be safer than foods 

prepared in the home. 164 As this nineteenth century glass and leather breast pump (Figure 

28) on display at The Moore-Lindsay Historical House indicates , some women did chose 

to cling to traditional methods for caring for the nutritional needs of their children. 

With the growing influence of nineteenth- century social reformers and educators 

came the development of more "structured learning " as opposed to home education for 

children. However , the growing trend of educating children in schools was more common 

16 1 Ibid ., 69. 
162 Ibid ., 94. 
163 Ibid ., 79. 
164 A concoction of flour , water , tapioca , rice , bread , or arrowroot was often bottle fed to children . 
(Ibid .,88). 
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in rural areas of Oklahoma while many city children were still educated at home. 

According to Plante , social reform ers adopted this new '·structur ed learnin g" due to an 

" influx of immigrants needing to be ' assimilated ' into American culture ' and these 

immigrant children "needed to learn Anglo Saxon virtues. " 165 The new educational 

ideology brought about during the early twentieth- century is made clear through the 

plethora of children ' s texts and story books housed at both The Moore-Lindsay Historical 

House and The Overholser Mansion. One of the most intriguing examples is Henry Ione 

Overholser Perry's 1913 sewing book from her childhood, The Mary Frances Sewing 

Book: Adventures Among the Thimble People (Figure 29) by Jane Earye Fryer displayed 

at The Overholser Mansion. This book, beautifully illustrated by Jane Allen Boyer , tells a 

story of Mary Frances and her stay with her grandmother at her summer home. Through a 

comical depiction of personified sewing tools, such as her new friends "The Thimble 

People" (Figure 30) and "Kitchen People", the young girl is taught lessons on virtue , 

manners, and and proper etiquette. 

Pregnancy and childbirth during the nineteenth century, and well into the 

twentieth century, were extremely dangerous and often fatal for the mother and child. A 

high infant mortality rate was caused by primitive medical practices , such as blood

letting and arsenic-laced patent medicines, the popular use of maternity corsets which 

restricted the woman ' s internal organs , and also disease. 166 According to social historian 

Elizabeth Donaghy Garrett , a woman ' s fear of dying from childbirth "far outweighed 

165 Plant e 92. 
166 In the early l 900 's , more babi es were being born in hospitals with an atte ndin g physic ian. Hospitals 
were considered to be sa fer and more sanitar y. The state of pregnancy and childbirth beca me in reasingly 
viewed from a more scienti fie perspective as opposed to a natural process and "one of the compone nts f 
the cult o f domesticity." (Ibid ., 75) . 
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their dread of dying in any other manner. " 167 In fact, during the last quarter of the 

nineteenth- century, it is estima ted that various diseases and illness caused the death of 

one in ten children before the age of one. 168This devastating issue of the death of a young 

child is addressed through the collection at The Moore-Lindsay Historical House by a 

small advice booklet titled Consolation for Mothers with Empty Arms (Figure 31 ). Infant 

death was a common theme expressed in stories and poems which often offered advice to 

grieving mothers. 169 A poem by Ella Wheeler titled "A Face At The Widow" in an 

excerpt from Consolation f or Mothers with Empty Arms states : 

"Once, as I wandered down the street , 
I saw at a window a face so sweet
The tiny face of a baby girl , 
With a soft, clear eye, and a silken curl
And I looked o' er my shoulder again to see 
The sweet , sweet face that smiled on me 
With a look in the eyes that seemed to say, 
"I' ve come from heaven , but not to stay" . 

Adown the street as I walked again 
I looked for the face at the window pane ; 
But the blind was drawn , and I heard it said, 
As I passed along, that the child was dead. 
0 happy baby! 0 cherub girl, 
Borne up out of the din and whirl-
Out of the sorrow and saddened strife 
That burden even the brightest life-
Out of the darknes s and out of the gloom, 
A bud in the garden of God to bloom
Safe from danger and care and cold
Sheltered for ever within the fold ." 170 

167 Elizabeth Donaghy Garrett, At Home : The American Family 1750-18 70 (New York , New York : Henry 
N. Abrams, Inc. 1990) 236. 
168 The late l 800 's saw the de liberate and planned decrease in birthrate and according to Harvey Green, the 
average number of chi ldren in mos t white , Anglo Saxon families dropped from 5 in 1800 to 3 in l 91 O. This 
was brought about by more effective contraceptive methods such as protective sheaths and primitive 
versions of the diaphragm . The ending of unwanted pregnancies also became common through home 
remedies and patent medicines . (Plante., 77). 
169 Another example of infant death-themed advice books is the l 897 The Great Hereafter, or Glimpses of 
the Coming World which included a chapter titled ''O ur Children in Heaven ... (Ibid ., 77). 
17° Consolation for Mothers With Empty Arms . 
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Althou gh this particular book did not belong to any members of the Moore or 

Lindsay families, the object is significant in its representation of the common struggle of 

loosin g childr en suffered by many nineteenth and early twentieth century Oklahoma 

families. The Moore family was no exception . Before leaving their home in St. Joseph , 

Missouri, the Moore ' s had lost one daught er of their own and this event may have been 

one of the reasons for their relocation to Oklahoma Territor y. One aestheti c feature of the 

The Moore-Lindsay Historical House stands as a reminder of this devastating family 

event. Located on the first floor next to the original wooden grand staircase , the stained 

glass window titled The Torch of Life (Figure 32) was commissioned by the Moore ' s for 

their home in remembrance of the loss of their young daughter. 

One of the many challenges being faced by Oklahoma house museums is the 

transition from the traditional nineteenth - century notion of museums functioning purel y 

for the sake of the object into the twentieth - century ideology described by Diane Barthel 

as the "new museo logy" which is "not based solely upon the object. " 17 1 Historical objects 

displayed within house museums can be utilized as teaching tools to illustrate the lives of 

women through their historical narrative. By displaying objects within the original 

context of their use, the art of daily living can be more clearly understood . Historical 

objects are often overlooked as priorities for architectural preservation are brou ght to the 

forefront. However , the sense of urgency and "impending loss" to care for valuabl e 

objects within the house museum setting can be used as a moti vator to safeguard our 

. 1 l in matena cu ture . 

(New York , New York ; Ame rican Tract Society 1894) 31-32 . 
17 1 Bart hel, 46-56. 
172 lb id .,63-6 4 . 
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House museums of the twenty- first century are also faced with a battle again st 

the media and are constantly competing with the instant gratification of techno logy . 

Barthel explains that, "The physicality of the exhibit ed objects provides at least the 

potential of a direct link between contemporary viewer and historical period, above and 

apart from the interpretive surround. With the media , this direct physical link is missing. 

We have only the images of the screen or in the magazine. " 173 Interacting with the object s 

used by Oklahoma women in their own homes gives the public the opportunity to not 

only observe their true functions but to also form their own opinions about our 

contemporary world. The study of material culture deals largely with collective memory 

and the desire to understand the past through objects. According to Sarah Henry , Deputy 

Director and Chief Curator at the Museum of the City of New York , an object "holds a 

little bit of someone ' s essence, even as the human body does not endure , that's why 

things from the past become precious to people as individuals. " 174 

Due to a lack of resources, inadequate administrative leadership , and inaccurate 

interpretive focus, most Oklahoma house museums are unable to properly care for their 

material collections let alone devote time to accurate research. However , if more attention 

could be paid to the care and interpretation of these objects , much could be learned about 

the lives of the former residents of these homes. Both The Moore-Lindsay Historical 

House and The Overholser Mansion are examples of Oklahoma house museums which 

house important objects to be studied in the analysis ofwomen·s lives as consumers , 

designers , mothers , and other numerous duties. 

173 Ibid ., 119. 
174 Obj ec ts and Memory, Doc umentary Produced and Direc ted by Jona than Fe in and Brian 

Danitz (PBS 2008). 
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Chapter 4: 
Partnerships, Not Parking Lots: Adaptive Reu se in the Art s at The Jacobson 

House Native Art Center and JRB Art at the Elms 

Many of the Oklahoma house museums discussed have been preserved in a highl y 

traditional manner of maintaining the history and architecture of the site through 

displaying objects illustrating the daily lives of Oklahoma women. The process of 

continued preservation work in Oklahoma is also evident through adaptive reuse. This 

process typically refers to the use of endangered historical sites as modem structures such 

as museums, business offices, and community centers. Still considered controversial in 

the museum field, the transformation of traditional homes and public buildings into 

structures for modem use became somewhat of a necessity in the 1980' s when a dramatic 

decrease of institutional funding prevented many communities from building new 

museum spaces. Historical sites are also threatened due to the creation of a world where 

many objects, including buildings, are created with the intention of being replaced and 

are viewed as disposable. 

According to Jean Carroon, "We must reshape our culture to become one of 

reuse, repair, and renewal that is respectful of existing resources, including buildings ' '. 175 

The adaptive reuse of private homes of notable women artists and fine art patrons has 

created fascinating case studies in Oklahoma for the ways in which these women· s 

legacies and visions for their cities are being maintained through contemporar y space . 

Early patrons of the fine arts in Oklahoma desired to create a cultural identity for their 

communities through creating opportunities for Oklahoma artists to recei ve prof essio nal 

175 Jean Ca rroon, Sustainable Presen ,ation, Greening Exi ting Buildings (Hoboken, ew Jersey; John 

Wiley and Sons 2010) 18. 
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exposure and in tum transform the region into a legitimate avenue for artistic growth. 

Communit y and ethnic focused museums such as The Jacobson House ative Art Center 

in Norman and JRB Art at the Elms in Oklahoma City are examples of how adaptive 

reuse can add vibrancy to a community "by providing the means to preserve memory , 

sustain culture , and create identity. " 176 Oklahoma commun ities are shaped by these 

institutions which function to harness creative energy and promot e an inclusive exposure 

of the fine arts. This exposure provided by local art galleries gives commu nity members 

an outlet for defining their own unique ownership of their city 's identity . 

The Jacobson House Native Art Center (Figure 33) is one of the most historically 

relevant structures in Norman, Oklahoma and makes an incalculable contribution to the 

University of Oklahoma (OU) community , Native American arts , and communit y 

collaborations. Built in 1915, the house was once the home of Swedish artist and 

founding director of the OU School of Art, Oscar B. Jacobson , and his French wife 

Sophie Brousse, an author and playwrite whose pen name was Jeanne D'U cel. After 

meeting at Washington State University where Jacobson was teaching art and Brousse 

teaching French , the two married in 1912. 

According to Carole Whitney , artist and founding director of The Jacobson House 

Native Art Center , the arrival of the Jacobsons in Norm an "brought a refresh ing 

partnership of worldly sophistication to the college town. " 177 The young couple arrived 

in the small prairie town after an extensive summer trip which took them through the 

176 Ellen Hirzy, "Mastering Civic Engage ment: A Report from the American Association of Museums .. 
from Mastering Civic Engagement: A Challenge to Museums (Was hington D.C.; American Association f 
Museums 2002) 28 

177 Caro le Whitney , "A Place of Coming Toget her'' from The Chronicles of Oklahoma, Volume LXX Ill , 
Number Four, Winter , 2000-0l (Ok lahoma City , OK : Ok lahoma Historical ociety, 2000) 446 . 
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Southwest. Buildin g their private home near the University of Oklahoma campu s was not 

an easy task as World War I was ending and building material s, and skill ed crafts men, 

were scarce. It is said that Oscar Jacob son not only designed the classical , ew Mexico 

Territorial style home, but also did most of the construction himself. Although it is not 

known how involved Jeanne D'Ucel was in the design of the home , it can be assum ed 

that her input would have been important as she would have used the house for important 

social events. In fact, the east back porch (Figure 34) of the home was designed with the 

intention to be used as a stage where Jeanne could produce plays for neighborhood 

children. 178 

By 1925, Oscar Jacobson "had assembled a strong art faculty from far and near 

who shared his enthusiasm for painting outdoors under constantly changing effects of 

light and for working with live models." 179 Faculty members from Louisiana, 

Newfoundland, New York, and New Haven joined Jacobson in transforming OU into one 

of the most highly respected art institutions in the country. Throughout his travels across 

the Southwest, Jacobson developed an integral repertoire with "Indians , traders , and other 

artists while continually painting and collecting. " 180 This relationship and collaboration 

with the Native American community would serve as one of the Jacobsons ' most 

important legacies. 

In 1926 Jacobson invited five young Kiowa artists from Anadarko , Spencer Asah , 

Jack Hokea , Monroe Tsatoke , Stephen Mopope , and Lois Smoky , to OU in order to give 

them the opportunity to receive formal aesthetic training . Jacobson and field matron 

178 Th e Ja cob son House Native Art Ce nter (Norman, Oklahoma). 
179 Leonard Goo d, "Osca r Brou sse Jacobson: Art Pioneer I 882- 1966'' from Oscar Brau se Ja obson : 
Oklahoma Painter. (Nonn an, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press 1990) 3. 

180 Ibid .,3 . 
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Susie Peters enco uraged them to depict what they knew ; "images of their culture and 

religion. " I8 I Many of the artists had attended St. Patrick ' s Mission School where they 

were not allowed to speak their Kiowa language or participate in their religious 

ceremonies and dancing rituals. The Indian Service, of the United States Government , 

"wanted the Kiowa children to learn patriotic songs and warned that teachers should 

carefully avoid any unnecessary reference to the fact that they are Indians ." I 82 Therefore , 

Jacobson ' s invitation became all the more important , giving Kiowas the chance to 

reconnect with their cultural practices and expose a new generation to the traditional 

Kiowa way of life. According to Monroe Tsatoke , he wanted to "paint the Kiowa spirit, 

not merely a picture in colors for the white man to view. If he failed to portray Kiowa 

spiritual life, he stopped painting. " 183 

The Jacobsons ' involvement with these Kiowa artists is significant in the history 

of art because Oscar Jacobson was the first fine art authority to "both recognize and 

present Native American art, specifically painting, as a fine art" and not merely as kitsch 

items created for the purpose of selling to tourists. 184 He encouraged them to not only 

"paint like the white man", but to preserve their own customs, styles, and beliefs through 

their art. This two dimensional flat style of painting, now known as Plains Style , was 

used by the Kiowas to arrange dynamic compositions depicting their most sacred rituals 

including spiritual dances and seasonal ceremonies. Their use of color , line and form 

created an energetic depiction of Kiowa life in a way seldom seen by non-Am ericans . 

181 Bill Neeley , Art and Cultural Presen 1ation: The Kiowa Five, A Retrospecti, ·e Exhibiti on I. 
182 Ibid ., I. 
183 Ibid ., 2 . 
184 Whitney 447 . 
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Jacobson's proteges became know n as the "Kiowa Five" and achieved international 

fame through European exhibi tions in Nice, France, and Prague, Checkoslovakia 

orchestrated by Jacobson. Even before their travels abroad, Jacobson wrote, " I exhibited 

their works in the most important museums from New York to Hawaii: San Francisco , 

Seattle , Minneapolis , Kansas City, Chicago , Philadelphia , St. Louis, and Cleveland , 

where they were received with applause before any notice had been taken of them in 

Oklahoma. " 185 Many museum directors found these depictions of Native American life to 

be '' the most startling and significant pieces of work that have appeared on this 

continent." 186 

Lois Bou-ge-Tah ("of the dawn") Smoky , who was the only female member and 

youngest of the original Kiowa Five group, studied at OU with Jacobson for only one 

year at age 20. Although she was replaced by new Kiowa Five member James Auchia 

and the group is sometimes referred to as the Kiowa Six, there were never more than five 

members at a time. 187 Although her body of work was smaller than that of her 

contemporaries among the Kiowa artists , the pieces created by this young native woman 

are significant because she was the first Native American woman artist to paint for the 

purposes of aesthetic expression. Until Smoky ' s contributions , painting among the 

Kiowas was largely a ceremonial act and only performed by men. Smoky' s love of 

traditional bead work and detailed craftsmanship is evident in her surviving work which 

depicts mostly Kiowa women and children . According to art historian Mary Jo Watson , 

"Her short time in Indian painting , the lack of a subst antial body of work, and the scarcit 

185 Neeley 3. 
186 Ibid., 4 . 
187 The Jacobson House Native Art Center. "Lo uis Bougetah Smoky ( 1907-1981 )" . 

https ://www.jacobsonhouse .com/kiowa-fi ve/ 
(Accesse d 3/27/2012) 
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of literature about her could lead to the conclusion that she is not an important figure in 

Oklahoma Indian Art history"; however, Smoky was the "first Indian woman who 

stepped outside of the accepted role of Kiowa women and began painting subjects 

previously exclusively in the purview of Plains Indian men and served as a model to later 

. f I d. . h . h d d h " 188 generat10ns o n tan women artists w o w1s e to o t e same. 

Opened regularly by the Jacobsons for art exhibitions and musical performances, 

their home was an energetic hub for promoting Native American culture. According to 

Carole Whitney , "From concept to completion , the house was designed to serve as a 

welcoming place where talented people could enjoy hospitality ." 189 In fact , some 

members of the Kiowa Five lived in the home for a short period of time while at OU, 

used a room for a studio , and sang their traditional Kiowa songs while drumming in the 

Jacobsons ' living room. As a literary figure, Jeanne D'Ucel documented her interaction 

with the members of the Kiowa Five in her unpublished memoirs 190 of this time period. 

After Oscar Jacobson ' s death in 1966, the Jacobsons ' home was used as rental 

property by OU for almost 15 years . In 1984 the property was sold to the OU Foundat ion 

and in tum sold to University Real estate, an entity which manages universit y propert y. 

According to Whitney , "no stipulation for long-tern protection had been placed on the 

transfer of the Jacobson house to public hands" 19 1 and this resulted in a potentiall y 

devastating decision. The univer sity began to make plans in 1985 to demoli sh the 

historical landmark and build a campus parking lot. Reacting to this plan, a grassroots 

188 Mary Jo Watson, Ph. D. Oklahoma Indian Women and Their Art (Norma n, Oklahoma; University of 
Oklahoma 1993) 292. 
189 Whitney 449. 
190 The type-written unpublished memoirs of Jeanne D' Ucel were transcribed by Jacobson House staff in 
2007 and 2008 as part of a resea rch project begun by previo us Directo r Russ Tall Chief. Tall Chief 
included some quotes from these memoirs in the first prod uction of "The Jacobson Play : 1930' '. 
19 1 Whitney ., 451. 
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committee of orman supporter s was formed in the spring of 1986 to rescue the home 

and transform the space into a cultural center. This group believed that the home was an 

ideal struct ure for a cultural center because of its "accessible location on the arts quadrant 

of the university, public character, artistic heritage , and sho uld become a shared public 

resource. " 192 Carole Whitney and cultural art educator Jeraldine Redcom joined forces 

with fellow community members , consisting of Native Americans and non- ative 

Americans, to submit a formal proposal to OU to fund restoration of the home and 

preserve the building as a cultural center in honor of the Jacobsons and the Kiowa Five 

artists. This committee included Jack Haley, associate curator of the OU Western History 

Collection, Phil Lujan, director of the OU Native American Studies Department , and 

Marie Alley, a German national who '' lent an international perspective to the project. " 193 

The 501 c 3 nonprofit educational corporation The Jacobson Foundation was formed in 

December 1986 and The Jacobson House Native Art Center was included on the ational 

Register of Historic Places in that same year. 194 

Although the interpretive focus at The Jacobson House Native Art Center centers 

primarily upon the contributions made by Oscar Jacobson and the Kiowa Five , the lives 

of Jeanne D'U cel and Lois Smoky are honored through programming and the continued 

use of the site as a fine arts event venue for the community . Now under the directorship 

192 Ibid ., 451. 
193 Ibid ., 452. 
194 "The Jacob son Foundation made a forma l request for a long-t em1, nominal-co st lease of the prop erty in 
exchange for an offer to gather and manag e fundin g for its restoration and preserv ation as a publi c facility . 
In the late l 980 's, OU was undergoing a transitional period with ' frequently changing leadership and short
term presidencies' . In October 1986, durin g the Nati onal Registe r nomination process OU President Frank 
Horto n sent a letter to the Oklahoma Historica l Society ' s Historic Preservat ion Review Committ ee 
object ing to the nominati on. President Horton revealed in the lette r that the site had been purchased by the 
university for a parking lot spac e. However , despite this rejection The Jacobson House was approved for 
The Natio nal Regi ter of Historic Places on December 23 , 1986 . Early co llaborat ions with the univer · it 
were also delayed ' due to preference for university fundraising efforts for the new museum of natural 
history ."' (Ibid ., 453) . 
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of Kiowa storyteller, dancer, and actress Krickett Rhoades- Connywerdy (Kiowa) , who is 

also a relative of Kiowa Five member Stephen Mopope, the art center has also developed 

into an educational site hosting a variety of events which augment the site's long history 

as a meeting place. In an interview with Indian Country Today, Connywerdy explains the 

importance of the site and the need to maintain its legacy in Norman: 

I want it to be what it's supposed to be for the communit y. It is a commu nity 
place. It's for the community . The Kiowa artists, their artwork really helped spark 
that Native American fine art movement. That is the part I want to continue.

195 

A south gallery room (Figure 35) in The Jacobson House Native Art Center prominen tly 

displays Kiowa Five photos, original paintings and prints including the work of Lois 

Smoky. The center offers a wide variety of cultural opportunities through a regul ar 

program of fine arts classes focusing upon traditional Native American crafts such as 

beadwork, basket weaving, and sewing techniques. The center maintains collaborations 

with the OU community through regular art exhibits and poetry readings. Recurring fine 

arts events include an annual showcase of a Kiowa Five member and the annual 

''University of Oklahoma Native American Arts Exhibition ", which gives Native 

American alumni, students, and School of Art faculty the opportunity for professional 

exposure. This kind of student outreach gives young artists , curators , and graduate 

students the invaluable chance to interact directly with the museum world and gain 

personal experiences through important connections with the Norman communit y. In the 

very same space where the Kiowa Five played traditional drums and sang hymns , 

traditional Native American singing and language perform ances have also become an 

195 Brian Daffron, "Kricket Rhoades- Connywerdy and the Renaissa nce of a University's Native Art 
Center". Indian Country Today Media Netwo rk, LLC; 
http ://indiancountrytodaymedianetwork.com/2011 /09/ 17 /kricket-rhoads -connywerdy-and -the-renaissan ce
of-a-universitys-native-art-center-54436 (Accessed I /20/2012) . 
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importan t part of weekly Jacobson House programmin g. When speaking of the 

import ance of community involv ement through regular programmi ng, Connywerdy 

stated , "People (are) comin g and making the walls sing. The House is happy again , 

because it has people in there. It has singing . It has activities. It' s a living place again. "
196 

Another important collaboration orchestrated by former Jacobs on House Directo r 

Russ Tallchief (Osage) is the ongoing and evolving production of "The Jacob son Play, 

1930: A Theatrical Story Telling " which was written by Tall Chief and first perform ed at 

Jacobson House in 2008. This play tells the tale of how the Kiowa Five came to study at 

OU and includes word-for-word accounts of how each artist felt about preserving their 

Kiowa culture through art. The first cast playing the characters of Oscar Jacobson , Jeanne 

D'ucel , Jack Hokea, Monroe Tsatoke , Spencer Asah , Stephen Mopope , and Lois Smoky 

was a multi-talented group of OU professors , students from the OU School of Dance and 

School of Music , and various other professional Native American dancers and singers 

from the Norman area. Dr. Andrew Phelan, who portrayed Oscar Jacobson , directed the 

OU School of Art from 1992 through 2006 and Maya Toralba , who was a perfect 

personification of Lois Smoky , is a direct descendant of Smoky . 

Through its use as a fine arts venue , The Jacobson House Native Art Center 

celebrates the lives of women artists through diverse programming. Another Oklahoma 

gallery space which operates within the same strain of traditional adaptive reuse and 

continue s the work of another Oklahoma woman artist. The identit y of Oklahom a City as 

a thriv ing arts communit y came to early fruition through the use of Nan Sheets' private 

home, The Elms, as a cultural hub. 

196 Ibid. 
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Working at the same time as the Jacobsons and the Kiowa Five to promote fine 

art in the community was notable landscape artist Nannine "Nan " Quick Sheets of 

Oklahoma City. Her early dedication to producing quality works of art, prom oting other 

Oklahoma artists , and building a fine arts community for the public made Sheets one of 

the first local Oklahoma artists to gain national recognition . Just as the Jacobsons ' private 

home and exhibit venue was preserved by the Norman community to function as a 

cultural center, Sheets ' Oklahoma City home and studio space , The Elms, also currently 

functions as an art gallery space located within the historic Paseo Arts District. 

According to an interview conducted by Richard Doud of the Smithsonian 

Institution on June 4, 1964, Sheets noted that her most powerful influence to study art 

was her mother , Orvilla Quick, who had been a painter. Sheets explained the importance 

of her mother providing her with an early exposure to art through fine art magazines and 

regular trips to The Chicago Art Institute; " It does show how parents can influence a 

child. The magazines I looked at as a child were art magazines and when we went into 

Chicago to shop, always I was taken to the art museum. This interest in an art museum 

was in me quite strongly as a child. The whole institution impressed me so .. " 197 After 

developing a later interest in medicine and graduating from Valparaiso University in 

1905 at age 16, Sheets became the fist registered woman pharmacist in the state of Utah . 

While she seemed to enjoy her pharmacy work in Salt Lake City , Utah , Sheets soon 

began to miss painting and arranged her work schedule in order to study art at Utah 

197 Oral History lnterview with Nan Sheets conducted by Richard K. Doud. June 4, 1964. Archives of 
American Art , Smithsonian lnstitutio n. 
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University. 198 Her marriage soon after to Dr. Fred Sheets, who she had known from her 

time at Valparai o University, would prov e to be an invaluable partne rship throughout 

her career. The young coupl e eventually settled in Oklahoma City. 

Having befriended Oklahoma City art dealer Sam West and studi ed under artist John 

F. Carlson at Broadmoor Art Academy in Colorado Springs during the summ er of 1920, 

Sheets began entering landscape work in numerous exhibitions includin g the 6th 
Annu al 

Exhibition of the Association of Oklahoma Artists. 199 This pattern of studying and 

producing abroad during her summers and focusing on exhibiting her work durin g the 

following Fall would become a valuable, continuous routine which allowed Sheets to 

gain recognition. The summers of 1921 and 1922 would be a pivotal as she studied 

landscape painting under Everett L. Warner and Birger Sandzen , the latter having been a 

mentor to Oscar Jacobson .200 During this period, Sheets adopted a palette of "clean 

colors " and thick pigment was applied with a palette knife instead of the traditional 

brush. 

After returning from her 1923 summer of study in Colorado , Sheets returned home to 

Oklahoma City and a surprise from her husband. He had arranged for the reception room 

of their home , built on Walker A venue and called "The Elms " because of the huge elm 

trees surrounding the house , to be converted into a studio and gallery space. This spac e 

198 Their Visions Live On: Oscar Jacobso n and Nan Sheets (Oklahoma City, OK ; Oklahoma Arts Counci l 
1997). 

199 Wanda Co le, The Public Life and Work of Nan Sheets. (No rman, Okl ahoma; University of Okla homa) 9 

200 [n 1922, Sheets ' name was also included in the Who ' s Wh o in Amer ican Art and was the first Oklahoma 
art ist to be included in this publicatio n. Her work was also included in a travel ing exhib ition organized by 
the American Federat ion of Arts . Her summ er of 1923 was spent stud ying in artist co lonies of Santa Fe and 
Taos , New Mexico where he worked wit h Ne llie Knopf. Sheets was also the first Oklahoma artist to be 
e lec ted into the Nat ional Assoc iat ion of Wo men Artists in 1925 . In the follow ing years of 1926 and 1927, 
her work was includ ed in exhibiti ons organized by The Nationa l Assoc iat ion of Women Painter s and 
Sculptors in New York, the North hore Arts Assoc iation in G louchester, Mas sac husett s, and the Delgad 
Museum in New Orlean s. ([bid ., 9, 11, 16,17). 
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provided Nan Sheets with a venue in which to display her summer work from Colorado 

Springs and also expose the Oklahoma City public to the fine arts. In fact, "The Elms" 

was the first art gallery opened to the public in Oklahoma City when it was unveiled in 

1930. Through her various U.S. and international connections with the fine art world , 

Sheets was able to exhibit the work of well known American and European artists in 

addition to her own. The Sheets ' opened their home to all art lovers including club 

women , school groups, art students, and visiting artists such as Douglas Chandor and 

Stanislav Rembski2°1
• The space began to accrue much unexpected publicity when a gala 

opening at "The Elms" was covered in November issues of The Art Digest and The 

American Magazine for Art. After another expansion in 1934, "The Elms" was declared 

the "most beautiful art gallery in the southwest" by the Oklahoma press. 202 

Shortly after opening "The Elms" to the public, Sheets worked with Tulsa University 

Art Department Director Adah Robinson, who was organizing an exhibition for five 

Oklahoma artists chosen by Sheets. The participating group included Nan Sheets, May 

Todd Aaron, Doel Reed, Lindley M. Tonkin, and Oscar Jacobson. This participating 

group became known as "The Oklahoma Five" and could have been influenced 

conceptually by Jacobson's work with the "Kiowa Five" artists. With the help of these 

fellow artists and many other community supporters , Sheets devoted her energy to 

arranging exhibits for free fairs in Oklahoma and Kansas and giving art lecture tours in 

Oklahoma City and the surrounding communities of Ponca City , Ardmore , and Enid .203 

Oscar Jacobson stated at the time , "Mrs. Nan Sheets has done more than any other person 

20 1 Ibid ., 12. 
202 Their Visions li ve On: Oscar Jacobson and Nan Sheets (Oklahoma City, OK; Oklahoma Arts Council 
1997). 

203 Ibid., I 07 
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in Okla homa City to make that place famous as a cultural community. She has done more 

th I . k . . d h . C rt ,,204 an any ot 1er person m awa enmg interest an ent us1asm 1or a . 

Sheets' devotion to the grow ing art communi ty in Oklahoma would became an even 

more crucial asset to the state when she closed ' The Elms" in l 934 and embarked upon a 

task to extend her vision. She was appro ached by Thomas C. Parker from Washington 

D.C. who was workin g for the U.S. government as the program organizer to establish 

public art galleries and art centers as part of the Federal Art Program during the Great 

Depression .205 An extension of the Works Progress Admini stration (WPA )2°6, the 

program paid a salary for the director and staff but did not provide any additional funds 

for a building , utility costs, or furnishings. In her 1964 interview with Doud , Sheets 

described the arduous task of acquiring WPA help: 

I had to find out the artists who were on relief.. You had to prove that your business, 
whate ver it was in the cultural world , was not making a livelihood for you in order to 
get onto the program. And they were very strict about that. The intervie ws were long 
and sometimes it took quite a little doing for a person to get on the relie f roll s. But I 
was permitted to have all the secretaries I wanted , or all the janitors , and art teachers , 
stenographers-e verything that I wanted of people that I could use that were on relief 
rolls ; they were available to me for this program. 207 

Sheets was able to acquire a rent-free facility in the Commerc e Exchan ge Buidling 

through the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce where she establi shed an art school , 

204 Ibid., 34. 
205 Oral History Interview with Nan Sheets condu cted by Richard K. Doud . 
206 "Dur ing the Great Depress ion, the U.S. Co ngress in 1935 create d the Works Progress Administration 
(WPA) to adm iniste r $5 billion for publ ic works. The WPA's goa l was to employ as many people as 
possible on projects that would provide long-term benefit to local comm unities . Ideally , workers would 
also receive on-t he-job tra ining to prepare them for further employment. The WPA made a significant 
impact on Okla homa. Ultimate ly, of 166 ,000 Okla homans certified for WP A jobs , approximately 119,000 
were employed at some point between 1935 and 1937. [ncluding those recruited into a special drought 
re lief work project , more than half the state's wo rk relief recip ients were farmers . By 1937 the WPA had 
already spent more than $59 million in Oklahoma. " (Oklahoma Historical Society's Encyclopedia of 
Oklahoma History and Culture , "Works Progre ss Administration" , 
htt ://di ital.libra .okstate .edu/enc clo edia/ entrie s/W/WO022 .html , Accessed 3/29/2012) 
07 £bid 
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lecture program , and also produced silkscreen poster s for local Oklahoma City non

profits .208 The facility became known as the Oklahoma Art Center. The need for 

expansion became evident after a brief period and the head of the WP A regional di vision 

was informed , most likely by Sheets herself , that the program needed to be moved into a 

larger facility. Without much financial support from the government and very few 

community sponsors, Sheets expressed her early fears as director in having no experience 

in the solicitation of funds to support the art center. Despite this concern, she was able to 

approach some of her affluent friends, including oil tycoon Frank Butram and ed 

Holdman of Liberty Nations Bank, and collected $3,500 in addition to acquiring a larger 

building on 2nd Street in Oklahoma City. In January 193 7 the art center was moved into 

the newly constructed Municipal Auditorium where Sheets was given access to the 

vacant top floor for gallery space and second floor for conducting art classes. 209 In a 1964 

interview, Sheets spoke highly of the work done at the Municipal Auditorium by WPA 

employees and of the numerous needs met by the program; 

The Depression was very bad. But later, and I will say this because , when that 
program closed, it really operated. The plans for the work were made long ahead of 
the program, and everyone was a worker. That is all forgotten. All you have to do 
today is too down around the Municipal Auditorium, all of the paving around the 
new Municipal Auditorium , the big apron in front of it, all of it is stamped with 
WPA. And there ' s not a crack, there ' s not a break, that ' s the best paving in 
Oklahoma City, and it was done by WPA. 210 

In 1941, the WPA program was ended on account of World War II. Sheets was given 

no notice of the loss of government support and the decision seemed to happen "just 

overnight. " The art center had , however , a six- year stock of various supplies despite 

most of their equipment , including typewriters and cameras , being reclaimed by the 

208 Ibid 
209 Ibid 
210 Ibid 
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gove rnm ent. Sheets' first instinct was to close the center but reconsidered after thinking 

about .. all these years here of buildin g this progr am, to just close it up overnight , it ju st is 

not the right thing to do. It was set up to continu e. There was a hope that they (the art 

center) would continu e and really start som ething for the city."2 11 Commu nity sponsors 

encoura ged Sheets to sell member ships to the art center and accept clerical volunteer help 

from Junior League members. Sheets expressed her deep concern for the futur e of the 

center : 

I just decided to stay there and keep the place open and not act like we didn ' t have all 
the money in the world, so that's what we did. And it came back again where I had to 
get exhibitions from friends and local artists and do anything I could to keep the 
place in paintings. 2 12 

During this financially difficult transition period , Sheets continued to write her art 

column for the Daily Oklahoman and took an active role in the control of the center ' s 

publicity, which in Sheets ' opinion , "had a great deal to do with the success of the 

pro gram. ,, 2 I 3 

Sheets eventually acquired the needed financial support for the art center through 

John Kirkpatrick , an affluent businessman , who donated $250 ,000 towards the 

construction of a new building. He was interested not only in procuring a perman ent art 

center , but also a space which would be used as a science center for school childr en. 

Accordin g to Sheets: 

His (John Kirkpatrick ' s) interest in the center was that he had this money that he 
could give away and due to the tax structure I think it's necessary for some of these 
milli onaires, in their found ation s and all, to do these phil anthropic thin gs for tax-free 
instituti ons. The center profit ed by his philanthropi c ideas, and accepted hi $250,000 

211 Ibid 
212 Ibid 
213 Ibid 
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without an endowment , and ord inaril y a museum , a gift of a buildin g, is not accepted 
withou t the endowment. But , Mr. Kirkpatrick had faith enough in the way we 
opera ted the center that we would be able to continue , and we have . 

Sheet's vision to foster a fine arts communit y in Oklahoma City came to fruition with 

the opening of The Oklahom a City Museum of Art (OKCMOA) in 2002 . As the 

predecessor to OKCMOA , Sheets' Oklahoma Art Center formed the core collection now 

housed at the new museum located in downtown Oklahoma City. 2 14 Her paintin gs are 

also part of the permanent collection at OKCMOA. Although she passed away in 1976 

and did not live to see the new museum , Sheets ' legacy as the most influential fine arts 

patron of Oklahoma City is evident not only through the establishment of this state of the 

art facility , but also through the success of The Elms continuing to function as a fine art 

venue in the city's historic Paseo Arts District. 

Located directly north of the Oklahoma State Capitol in Oklahoma City and nestled 

within a cluster of residential neighborhoods, The Paseo Arts District is home to beat 

poets and artists who work in every media imaginable. Visitors to this two-block street , 

complete with beautiful "Spanish revival architecture" and stucco buildings (Figu re 36) , 

quite literally stumble upon this village-like communit y which acts as a refuge from the 

bustling bureaucratic activities of Lincoln Boulevard and tawdry bars and tattoo parlors 

of 23rd Street. The Paseo was established as a shopping district in 1929 by Oklahom an 

G.A. Nichols and has undergone many cultural transitions due to the counter-culture of 

the l 960's and a move towards a focus on the arts during the l 970 ' s.2 15 According to the 

214 Oklah oma City Museum of Art , "American Art". http://www.okcmoa .com/see /collections /american -art/ , 
(Accesse d 4/4/2012). 
215 The Paseo Arts District: History of "The Paseo" and the Paseo Arts Assoc iation 

htt ://www .the aseo .com/aboutus.html 
(Acee sed March l , 2012). 
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Paseo Arts Association (PAA), a non-profit organization formed in 1982, the PAA 

mission is " to preserve and maintain the The Paseo in Oklahoma as an historic arts 

district" and 'to foster an environment of cultural exchange between the public and the 

arts through performance s, festivals, and educational programming."
216 

The Elms still functions today as a contemporary art gallery and remains an 

important part of the Oklahoma City fine art community. Now called JRB Art At The 

Elms (Figure 37), the gallery is a testament to the cultural efforts of Nan Sheets and to the 

contributions continuing to be made by fine arts patrons. The gallery space bears the 

initials of Joy Reed Belt, local entrepreneur and fine art patron. Visitors to the gallery 

immediately experience the cozy, light -heartedness of the space which is arranged as an 

open floor plan. The gallery evokes the spirit of The Elms during the l 920's. Actively 

participating in the First Friday Gallery Walk, the gallery hosts around twelve shows a 

year of "emerging, established , and internationally exhibited artists who create in a wide 

range of media including: paintings , drawings , sculpture , ceramics , glass , fine crafts , 

functional objects , fiber art, and photographs. "217 JRB exercises an important ambition of 

community involvement through "a gracious environment that fosters a dialogue between 

the arts and the larger community while providing quality art for first time buyers as well 

as individual, corporate and museum collections. "2 I8 Although the site contains no 

evidence of having once been a private home , with the exception of a renovated kitchen 

2 16 [bid . 

2 17 JRB Art At The Elms: About the Gallery. 
http ://www .jrbartgallery .com/about. php?PHPSESSID =a 115aec5023ebb9b65dc5dbbf6d80cb0 
(Acces sed February 27, 20 12). 

2 18 Ibid 
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space, the space continuin g to function as a gallery with ix large exhibit room s is 

evide nce of Sheets ' mission to promote local fine artists. 

Although The Jacobson House Native Art Center and JRB Art at the Elms were not 

preserved for the specific intention of celebrating the lives of women, an examinati on of 

their contributions to the Oklahoma fine art community reveals the importance of these 

sites as resources for fostering a more complete understanding of community growth . The 

initial visions put into action in Oklahoma by the Jacobsons and Nan Sheets to bolster the 

state as a culturally legitimate, and unique, fine art region are evident through the 

adaptive reuse of their private homes. Unfortunately , both sites are primarily known to 

Oklahomans only as fine art venues and not as historically relevant resources in women ' s 

history. Therefore, the recognition of women through the modem use of historical sites 

takes on an important role of educating the public through programming and creating an 

awareness of how these sites contribute to the broad scheme of historic preservation. 
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Conclusion 

Through an examination of the women represented at Oklahom a house museums, 

it is clear that these figures are relevant as early civic leader s, invaluable communit y 

healers , maintainers of important social bonds , and pivotal fine arts patron s. This 

challenge to explore the lives of women, who are often unknown and excluded in the 

telling of Oklahoma history, within the context of their homes presents fascinating case 

studies that should be included within the framework of American historic preservation. 

The tangible history made available through historical sites and their collections creates 

connections between the past and present. Our realities and understandings can be 

transformed by the perpetuation of accurate women ' s history at house museums . 

According to historian Heather A. Huyck, "Preserving and interpreting the tangible 

resources of women's history pose some interesting challenges . We continue to uncover , 

sometimes literally , women's presence. We seek ways to share that presence when the 

tangible remnants are particularly scarce." 219 

Early Oklahoma women lived in their homes primarily as part of family groups , 

as daughters, wives, and mothers. Their experiences were marked by these relationships 

and important life cycle events such as marriage, pregnancy, and motherhood. 220 The 

interpretive focus on women ' s experiences is very limited at most Oklahoma house 

museums and women's presence, while sometimes assumed by the public , is not fully 

understood. Putting Oklahoma women at the forefront of historic preservation research 

allows historians to record and interpret accurate history as opposed to mere tradition al 

tellings. 

219 
Heat her A. Huyck, "Procee din g from Here" from Restoring Women ·s Histo,y through Histori 

Preservation (Baltimore and London, The Jo hns Hopkin s University Press, 2003) 355 . 
220 Huyck 358. 
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At Oklahoma sites such as The Mattie Beal Home in Lawton, the myth of the 

absence of women as civic leaders is abandoned. Beal ' s former home functioning as a 

museum space gives great power to this individual story. In contrast, the omission of 

women at some sites , such as The Marland Mansion , is often referred to as "symbolic 

violence " and perpetuates inaccurate history . This lack of knowledge begs the question : 

How many Oklahoma houses and other women-related historical places have been 

demolished due to ignorance ? Historic structures are sacred to collective memory and the 

range of Oklahoma structures worthy of preservation should be widened to include other 

building types such as businesses , schools, and other public buildings. 

The lives of Oklahoma minority women, such as Alzira Murray and Mabel B. 

Little, not being accurately represented at The Murray-Lindsay Mansion and The Mabel 

8. Little Heritage House is not surprising given the lack of common knowledge about 

these women's contributions to the civic development of early Oklahoma . However , 

given the previous assumption that minority women were not represented in any 

Oklahoma house museums at all, the discovery of these sites was unexpected. However , 

the existence of sites connected to Oklahoma minority history does present an additional 

challenge to preservationists: Should Oklahoma minority women be included as part of 

the American house museum framework because of their status as minorities or because 

of their individual contributions? Perhaps through an examination of the house museums 

named in their honor these women can be acknowledged equally as civic leaders and 

minorities. Cultural diversity should be considered more of a priority when undertaking 

the preservation of ethnic neighborhoods. The identification , preservation , and 
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interpreta tion of structures associated with less prominent Oklahoma women and the 

contrib ution of women in groups are essential. 

In the search to discover the representation of women' s lives at Oklahoma house 

museums, a lack of accurate information can be balanced with a focus upon the 

collections hous ed at these sites. The examination of the strong bond women had with 

their homes and personal objects creates a more accurate portra yal of how women really 

lived as opposed to how we assume they lived . Collecti ve memor y is anch ored by visual 

monuments and the objects housed within these sites provide cues in the und erstanding of 

women ' s daily lives. Victorian style Oklahoma house museums , such as The Moore

Lindsay Historical House and The Overholser Mansion , contain a plethora of knowledge 

regarding upper and middle class women ' s ceremonial roles as collectors , wives, 

mothers , and educators. 

The adaptive reuse of important historical landmarks which represent the life and 

work of Oklahoma women artists is an example of the continued legitimac y of these sites 

being used as contemporary fine art venues. Although the use of The Jacobson House 

Native Art Center and JRB Art at The Elms as contemporar y space creates exposure of 

the arts in Oklahoma , the lives of the women who lived in these former private homes 

gives these sites the added opportunity to also function as preservation resources for the 

public . Most Oklahomans are unaware that these galle1ies were once private homes of 

culturall y pivotal women such as Jeanne D'U cel and Nan Sheets. This know ledge could 

bolster current programming and support for these institutions. Art students and designers 

familiar with folklore can provide provoca tive demonstrations and lectures to enhance the 

missions of these sites. 
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Collabora tion i an integra l a pect of rec laimin g Ok lahoma women· s history 

thro ugh house mu eum instituti on . niversity departments of history art history 

museum studi es, women and gender studi es, and architecture can be used as valuable 

too ls to create research opportuniti es for students. Proj ects to create digital databases for 

individual historic sites and lesser-known historical figur es could provide valuabl e 

resources. These efforts could convince future house museum supporter s that det eriorated 

and more modest properties are also worth saving. Additional sites placed on The 

ational Register for Historic Places could also benefit from these project s by bein g 

made eligible for public sector funding programs and grant funding . With new available 

scholarship , historical sites can have a women ' s component in their documentation. 

There is a need to examine old subjects from new perspecti ves. 

Advocacy projects in conjunction with other Oklahoma museums , historical 

societies , city government , and state government can provide opportunities to discuss 

ways to build preservation efforts at the local level. Communit y boosters such as 

convention and visitors bureaus and tourism organizations could also recognize the 

economic value of the preservation of women ' s sites . A statewide network could be 

established for participants to encourage Oklahoma women ' s history projects increase 

the attendance at historic sites , and share results with other historical sites across the 

nation . 

Oklahoma house museum collections objects should be studi ed, archi ed , and 

used as resea rch material s by more communit y volunte ers and students. Loca l scholar 

can be ass igned as proj ect advisors to help museum taff ove rcome collabora tion hur dle 

uch as prejudice from academic scholars in the repre entation of the li e f \ omen 
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slaves and servants or the questioned authenticity of objects. This can allow house 

museums to move beyond "token" programmin g and outdated exhibits to make history 

that is being presented to the public fully inclusive of all women ' s experiences. 

Oklahoma house museums reveal many truths. Women are an important part of 

the state ' s history and their homes tell us just how integral their stories will continue to be 

in the development of the historic preservation field. As stated in the initial quote which 

inspired this project, "The womb is the home of man "; the home of truth , the home of 

self, the home of beginnings. 
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